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Abstract 

This thesis presents inverse methods to define imbalance distribution of rolls on the basis of 

whirling and bearing force measurements. Three different methods have been evaluated, of 

which the first is based on modal balancing of flexible rotors and is herein called “mode-

based determination of distributed imbalance”. The other two methods are based on influence 

coefficient balancing. Accordingly, the second method uses well-chosen trial functions to 

define the imbalance distribution when forming an influence matrix; the third method 

expresses the imbalance distribution as the superposition of eigenmodes, and the 

orthogonality properties of these mode shapes are used to simplify the subsequent 

calculations. 

The goal of the present research is to improve the quality and efficiency of balancing paper 

machine rolls by the continuous balancing method wherein the balancing mass is distributed 

over the whole length of a roll tube. The proposed method is new and not known to be used in 

practice in roll balancing applications; rather, rolls are currently balanced with point masses 

on the basis of two or three-plane balancing principles. Rigid body balancing is accomplished 

by adding balancing masses to the roll ends, and whirling may be balanced by adding a third 

mass in the centre of the roll. 

The roll model used in calculations has significant effects on the accuracy of balancing results 

and the residual whirling of a balanced roll. Accordingly, a lot of effort has been dedicated 

towards the development of this model. The roll is modelled as a continuous system and mode 

shapes of a flexibly supported beam are used. It is shown that other boundary conditions, such 

as hinged or free supports, may also be used to achieve similar results. The advantage of using 

flexible mode shapes is that they enable the model to properly account for the shaft flexibility 

as well as the boundary conditions. 

The cross section of the roll is not constant. This circumstance affects not only the stiffness of 

the roll, but also the transverse inertia forces caused by rotation of the imbalanced roll. This 

work suggests taking this latter phenomenon into account by incorporating it into the mass 

matrix. So inertia forces of the roll endings are thereby added to the roll model, but it is 

assumed that these inertias do not modify the mode shapes of the roll. It is shown that all 

three proposed inverse methods lead to the same solution of the imbalance distribution if the 
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roll whirling is known exactly. Since, in practice, there are always some measurement errors 

present, there is also a discernable limitation on the conformance of the imbalance 

distribution. This phenomenon is also studied, and a compromise solution with a limited 

number of trial functions is presented; this gives reasonable results without overreacting to 

observation errors. 
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fn First natural frequency 

h Thickness 

I Second moment of area 
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K Generalized stiffness matrix
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qx,y Inertia force distribution in X or Y direction 

r Radius �	   Nominal value of inside radius 
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t Time
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1 Introduction 

This thesis is based on earlier research and ideas on rotor dynamics and continuous balancing 

introduced by Keskinen et al. This program of research and publications addresses issues of 

balancing paper machine rolls, and with a common theme to continuously distribute the balancing 

mass over the whole length of the roll tube so that its distribution is similar to that of the 

imbalance. 

Experimental identification of mass eccentricity distribution in tubular rolls has been introduced 

earlier (Keskinen et al. 2001). This identification is based on scanning the static roll shape 

accurately enough that the imbalance distribution can thereafter be formulated. Determination of 

required compensation masses from roll scanning information has also been presented (Keskinen 

et al. 2002) as have the essential principles of a mass dispensing system for continuous balancing 

(Keskinen et al.2005). 

This thesis addresses techniques that, in practical application, would directly precede the 

continuous balancing of paper machine rolls promoted by the aforementioned research; it 

concentrates on identifying the imbalance distribution of a roll, as a precursor to balancing work, 

but now including whirling measurement information that was not part of the earlier scanning 

method. 

Whenever there is a rotating mass, there is also some level of imbalance. The aim of balancing is 

to bring the magnitudes of vibration, caused by the residual imbalance of the rotor, down to 

acceptable levels. In standards, the question of balancing has been divided into two main 

categories, namely rigid body balancing and balancing of flexible rotors. In rigid body balancing, 

the aim is to eliminate the dynamic forces on the bearings, and balancing grade G is introduced to 

define the resulting quality of balancing. In the balancing of flexible rotors, the dynamic bending, 

or whirling, of the rotor has to be taken also into account as well. 

Even if the today’s trend in paper manufacturing seems to be towards small-scale local production, 

the need for efficient and accurate roll balancing is not disappearing. Market competition will 

always force paper manufacturers to develop their production to be as economical and efficient as 

needed. This leads to demands that the size of manufacturing plants be as small as possible and the 

production level as high as possible. The size of paper machines is largely dictated by the 

diameters of the rolls. Whenever rolls are made narrower, relative to their respective lengths and 
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driving speeds, demands on the quality of roll balancing rise. Accurate and efficient balancing 

enables the use of narrower rolls, which permits the development of more compact, higher speed 

machinery that saves on capital investments, use of space, energy usage and natural resources. 

Tube rolls in paper machinery have traditionally been balanced either by two plane or three plane 

balancing methods, of which the two plane method may be regarded as rigid body balancing. In 

two plane balancing, the masses are set in the roll endings. The amount and direction of these 

masses are set according to dynamic bearing force information. The three plane method is more 

like balancing of flexible rotors, since a third balancing mass is added to the centre of the roll to 

prevent the whirling of the roll centre at certain operating speeds. 

Now, the aim is to make the balancing more accurate and effective by a continuous method, where 

the balancing mass is spread inside the roll over its entire length so that the balancing mass 

distribution will better emulate the real imbalance distribution. This method makes it possible to 

attain more accurate balancing over a wider speed range, and also permits a faster and more 

efficient balancing procedure, since all balancing masses are dispersed at once. The goal of this 

research is to show how the imbalance distribution of a roll can be determined from bearing force 

and whirling measurements, in order to counteract both simultaneously. 

Once properly understood, this new principle of continuous balancing opens up possibilities to not 

only achieve extremely better balancing results over a wider speed range, but also permits a much 

faster and cheaper manufacturing process in which the balancing can be performed in one 

measurement round and one shot of balancing mass. It is also important to note that this method 

makes it possible to develop balancing into a fully automated process, which is not possible for 

two plane balancing, for example, because it is based only on bearing force measurements. There 

are an infinite number of imbalance distributions that each yield the same bearing forces but yet 

differ in the balancing weights needed to correct them; so, finding the correct masses and their 

placements will always be based on trial and error methods. The very same difficulty also arises in 

three plane balancing, in which the centre weight is placed according to a separate balancing 

sequence from that used for end balancing. 

One problem that arises in this distributed balancing method, and to which this thesis gives one 

possible solution, is that of how to identify imbalance deviation of an existing roll on the basis of 

measured data. The difficulty is that, no matter how the imbalance is distributed, the whirling 

shape is always almost the same, normally of first order sinusoidal shape; only in the case of a 

strongly coupled imbalance will the whirling be more like second order sinusoidal. Fortunately, 
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there are some differences in the relationship between bearing force and whirling magnitude, so it 

makes it possible to solve the problem to some level of accuracy.  

An important goal is that the balancing mass should be properly set in the first attempt in such a 

distribution that both bearing forces and whirling are prevented simultaneously. This problem has 

more complexity in reality when taking into account that there are always some limitations in 

measurement accuracy which may seem to lead to contradictory demands in balancing. 

Simplifications in the roll model and limited computational precision also limit the viability of the 

balancing solution. One important, and difficult to handle, source of mistakes affecting the 

balancing results is the accurate determination of material properties like density or the modulus 

of elasticity of the roll material; an example would be the case of a cast iron roll. 

In this thesis, the roll is modeled as a continuous, flexibly supported beam, and the support 

flexibility is incorporated into the boundary conditions when forming the eigenmodes. Flexibility 

of shafts is added to the model by assuming that they behave as springs in series with the frame 

flexibility. Inertial effects of roll endings are taken into account by adding the masses of the 

endings to the mass matrix. Mode shapes corresponding to other boundary conditions, such as 

hinged and free-free, are treated for purposes of comparison. 

 The main contributions of this work are the methods presented for describing a continuous 

imbalance distribution of the roll on the basis of measured whirling and bearing forces, so that 

both can be simultaneously counteracted. Three different methods are presented. The first method 

is here called mode based identification of imbalance distribution. In this method, the whirling 

measurements are first transformed to a coefficient vector of the mode shapes. A generalized force 

vector, and finally the continuous distribution of eccentricity, is developed from this 

transformation. 

In the second method, trial functions to describe the imbalance distribution are first presented, and 

an influence matrix of these distributions is thereafter formed. When the measured response vector 

is multiplied by the inverse of the influence matrix, the result vector includes the coefficients of 

each trial distribution. The third method is otherwise similar to the second method, but 

eigenmodes are used to describe the imbalance distribution and the orthogonality properties of 

these mode shapes are used to advantage to simplify the calculations. 

These three methods are shown to yield similar results for the eccentricity distribution so long as 

the whirling measurement is absolutely accurate. The first mode based method seems to be the 
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most sensitive to measurement errors. Since the orthogonality properties of the eigenmodes can be 

used to advantage only when the imbalance is distributed over the whole bearing distance of the 

roll, the second model using trial functions is then evaluated to take account of the existence of 

shafts and endings and to determine the needed balancing mass distribution between the roll 

endings. 

In this thesis, imbalance and roll response are studied in one axial plane since the other plane is 

handled in an identical fashion. In a real balancing situation, the measured data should be divided 

into two different planes which are each handled by a similar procedure. The final results of two 

planar imbalance distributions are combined into a three dimensional curvature, which defines the 

amount and location of the needed balancing mass. In this thesis, the roll is assumed to be 

symmetrical so that both shafts are similar, and frame stiffness underneath each bearing is the 

same, in order to avoid unnecessary complications and confusion in the results. The method is also 

limited to use in balancing rolls with operating speeds well below the first critical speed, and the 

phase lag phenomenon, therefore, does not have to be considered. 

The following original contributions were developed in the course of this work: 

1. Inverse method to solve for the imbalance distribution of a roll, based on a calculated influence 

matrix and a measured response vector. 

2. Method to use trial functions to define the distributed imbalance. 

3. Method to use eigenmodes as trial functions, taking advantage of the orthogonal behavior of 

mode shapes. 

4. Method to add the effect of shafts and endings to the continuous roll model. 
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2 Description of continuous balancing method 

The continuous balancing method is based on the idea that the balancing mass of the roll should 

be applied in the form of a three dimensional inner surface curvature of the roll tube. This 

approach to roll balancing includes several theoretical as well as practical challenges. Although a 

lot of publications, studies and standards on balancing have been made in the past, they mostly 

treat balancing with discrete point masses. In the following, a short introduction is made to roll 

balancing in general, after which some of the few publications of continuous balancing are 

presented. Furthermore, the practical principles of continuous balancing are presented as well. 

2.1 The impact of balancing on quality of rotors 

Even if the proposed balancing method would also be applicable to balancing other kinds of 

elastic rotors, this study concentrates specifically on balancing the tube rolls used in paper 

manufacturing. These rolls are called in reference (Roisum 1996) “live shaft rolls” and in 

reference (Niskanen 2000) “lead rolls”, “guiding rolls” and “tubular rolls” are also used. In this 

thesis, they are referred to as “tube rolls”. The design of such rolls is described in both of the 

aforementioned references and illustrated in figure 1. They are comprised, principally, of a tube, 

roll endings and rotating shafts, such that the bearing is outside of the roll tube and the shafts do 

not continue into the roll. 

Figure 1. Typical design of a tube roll: 1. Roll tube, 2. Ending, 3. Shaft, 4. Bearing. 

Balancing grade G (ISO 1940, SFS4968) is used to specify acceptable levels of unbalance for 

rolls; these standards were originally meant to be used in cases of rigid body rotors, where 

dynamic deformation of the rotors is ignored. This standard and balancing grade are also 

appropriately applied to flexible rolls when limited to setting or defining the acceptable levels of 

dynamic bearing forces caused by the imbalance. 
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According to reference (Niskanen 2000), tube rolls are normally balanced to grade 1.0 or 2.5. In 

practice, this balancing grade refers to the maximum speed of gravity centre in mm/s. Even if the 

design speed is higher, the roll should be balanced at its actual operating speed. It is acceptable, 

and in most cases the observed practice, that the roll achieves the balancing grade only around this 

balancing speed. Figure 2 shows the typical behavior of a balanced tube roll as a function of 

rotating speed, and the fact that if the roll is balanced at a higher speed, it may have too much 

imbalance at the actual operating speed. 

Figure 2. Effect of balancing speed on unbalance in the entire speed range (Niskanen 2000). 

It is obvious that, with continuous balancing, which puts the imbalance and the balancing mass in 

closer proximity in any cross section of the roll, the desired balancing grade will be achieved over 

a wider speed range than it would be using two or three plane balancing; furthermore, the dynamic 

behavior of the roll tube is better using continuous balancing, even where the balancing grade as 

defined from the bearing forces is nominally the same. 

According to the literature, the two main balancing methods for high-speed flexible rotors are 

modal balancing (Bishop & Gladwell 1959), (Federn 1956), (Kellenberg 1972) and influence 

coefficient balancing (Goodman 1964), (Lund & Tonnesen 1972), (Tessarzig, Badgley & 

Anderson 1972). Reference (Tan & Wang 1993) provides a theoretical introduction to the low 

speed balancing of a flexible rotor, covering both of these methods. Balancing of flexible rotors is 

addressed in the standard ISO 11342 “Methods and Criteria for the Mechanical Balancing of 

Flexible Rotors”. This newer standard also makes reference to the earlier ISO 1940 when defining 
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the balancing grade of a rotor, but also presents several approaches to handle and classify the 

flexibility of the rotor. 

When studying the dynamic behavior of rolls, the simplest model consists of a point mass attached 

to a massless shaft, introduced by (Jeffcott 1919) and therefore widely called a Jeffcott rotor. In 

this model, the deflection of the roll center can be evaluated as a function of the rotating speed, but 

it does not account for the effect of mass or imbalance distributed along the length of the rotor or 

for the axial shape of the roll with shafts and endings. 

Mode shapes and the calculation of natural frequencies of continuous beams with uniform cross 

section and different supports (boundary conditions: free-hinged-fixed) are presented in, for 

example, (Tse, Morse & Hinkle 1978) and (Genta 2005). Equations of motion and the whirling 

response of a simply-supported (hinged) rotating beam with a 3-dimensional imbalance 

distribution are presented in reference (Keskinen 2005), for example. 

The finite element method, furthermore, is well-developed and widely used in rotor dynamics. 

Nelson and his colleagues (Nelson et.al. 1976), who generalized Ruhl’s work (Ruhl 1972), 

developed a finite element method for rotor bearing systems by considering the major effects of 

dynamic characteristics in both fixed and whirl frames of reference. A nodal coordinate 

formulation has been developed (Dufva 2003), (Gerstmayr 2008) to study large displacements of a 

flexible rotor system. 

A lot of research has been published concerning rotor behavior with different bearing conditions, 

such as, for example, cases of non-linear bearing contacts with clearance (Hu 2003), 

(Hannukainen 2004), floating ring bearings (Boyaci 2008) and, recently, rotors with magnetic 

bearings and rotor behavior on retainer bearings during drop down (Kärkkäinen 2007). The 

impulse response of a rotor bearing system is also presented (Tiwari 2006). 

Optimal balancing of flexible rotors by minimizing the condition number of influence coefficients 

(Kang 2008) has been investigated and a method to find an optimal number of balancing masses 

has been presented as well. Identification of imbalance during a single run down has been studied 

(Sinha 2002), (Lees 2004) and a holospectrum method for low speed balancing of flexible rotors 

has been presented (Liu 2007). Rotor balancing using a high breakdown point and bounded 

influence estimators has been presented (Pennacchi 2009) for a system including multiple bearings 

and discs on a massless shaft. Other recent studies of balancing systems of multiple discs and 

massless shaft are presented by (Xu 2000), (El-Shafei 2004), (Sinha 2001) and (Han 2006). 
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2.2 Identification of imbalance distribution by roll scanning method 

This method, in which the imbalance distribution is computed in terms of the measured out-of-

roundness deviation, was proposed by (Keskinen 2001). Due to the manufacturing errors of the 

roll tube, the inner radius �* and outer radius �+ have some deviations ,� and ,
 from their 

respective nominal values �	  and 
�  

�* � �	 - ,� (1)

�+ � 
� - ,
 (2)

as illustrated in figure 3. 

Figure 3. Out-of-roundness profiles of a cylindrical rotor. 

The problem, now, is to measure these deviations and, based on this numerical information, to 

integrate the moments of the mass imbalance. Technically, this can be done by non-contact 

proximity sensors, which are slid from one end of the roll to the other while the roll is slowly 

rotated at a constant speed. If an internal measurement is not feasible, the relation 

,� � ,
 � ,. (3)

can be used to compute the deviations of the inner radius from the deviations of the outer radius 

and the thickness. The thickness measurement can be carried out using an ultrasonic sensor, in 

which case a liquid-bridge is needed to transmit the signals from the workpiece to the sensor. The 

sensors can be installed onto a measuring head (see Fig. 4), which is driven axially along a slide 

that runs parallel to the roll. Obtained, thus, are two matrices consisting of the components ,
*&/

.�
�	
�

�

�+�* �
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and ,.*&/ for  i = 0,1,2,...m and j = 0,1,2,...n, corresponding to the measured values at the m+1

axial and n+1 radial mesh points. 

Figure 4. Sensing head to measure the error profiles of the roll surfaces. 

When the coordinate system of figure 5 is used, and making use, furthermore, of the rule of 

Leibnitz from integral calculus, one can develop the deviations of the mass moments into the 

following form to solve the driving forces 0 caused by imbalance in x and y directions 

12 304056 � 7
�8 � �	 898 : 3;<=)=>?)68@
A ,
B)CD) - �	 8 : 3;<=)=>?)68@

A ,.B)CD) (6)

where 2 is density of the roll material. Evaluation of the mass moments is then performed 

numerically using classical quadrature formulas (Keskinen 2002). 

Figure 5. Definition of local body directions in individual roll. 

	
y 

z 

x 

�R 
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2.3 Determination of compensation mass 

According to (Keskinen 2007), when the imbalance distribution is known in the x and y directions, 

the mass moment vector can also be resolved into polar coordinates in terms of the imbalance 

magnitude and phase angle, 

0B�C � E048 - 058FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF)B�C � ��;G�? 0504 (7)

A complete elimination of this imbalance distribution would require a continuous compensation 

mass distribution as well. One practical solution is to spread a heavy liquid-granular composite 

onto the roll inner surface on the opposite side of the cross section at the phase angle )HB�C �)B�C - I. The amount of compensation mass per unit length is determined by the requirement 

produce a similar mass moment magnitude to that produced by the identified mass imbalance; i.e., 

JHB�C � 0B�C�	 (8)

If mass spreading techniques are used, the mass volume has some sector width and thickness, as 

shown in figure 6. 

θ

h

  α

θ + π

e

Figure 6. Compensation of mass moments by a layer of continuous balancing mass. 

If it is required that the layer thickness of the compensation mass be constant, the half-sector 

width is then given by 

( � ��;=>?JHB�CK�H�	. (9)
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where the mass thickness 

. � J�LMJHB�CNK���	 O#$B(PQ4C (10)

is chosen such that the maximum half-sector width is limited to the value (PQ4. Due to the fact 

that the sector width and phase angle of the required compensation mass are functions of the roll 

axial coordinate �, the compensation mass contour is typically given an irregular shape, as 

illustrated in figure 7. 

z

2α
2α

θri 

Figure 7. Typical contour of compensation mass as projected on to the roll inner surface. 

The actual amount of balancing mass is larger than the predicted amount because the 

compensation effect of a sector zone is smaller than that of a concentrated mass point. The 

problem, here, is to spread the compensation mass so that the axial mass density per unit length 

follows the rule 

JRB�C � STS� � (B�C=>?(B�CJHB�C (11)

The complete mass to be spread is then 

T � : JRU
A B�CD� � : (B�C=>?(B�CJHB�CD�U

A
(12)

which is the most important process parameter in the continuous balancing method. 
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2.4 Description of mass distribution system 

A system, which is programmed to precisely and continuously weigh flowing material, and to 

spread it over the right portions of a smooth surface, is known as a dispensing robot (Keskinen 

2005). There are different ways to build a system for that given task. One promising approach is to 

mount the dispensing head, which is a combined unit of the dispensing nozzle and valve, on the 

top of a rod, which is moved axially inside another tubular rod. This rod system is then pushed 

inside the roll through a hole, which is concentric with the roll axis, see figure 8. 

z

Z

Figure 8. A rod mechanism for spreading the balancing mass over the roll inner surface. 

The size of the unit and rod system is limited by the diameter of the hole drilled through the shaft 

of the roll head. The loss of strength of the shaft due to the hole has to be compensated by a 

reinforcing increase in the diameter of the shaft. The spreading of the mass over a sector zone can 

then be accomplished using an oscillation principle. The task of the rod is to move the dispensing 

head axially from one end to the other of the roll, and to simultaneously oscillate the nozzle within 

the prescribed sector zone of the required compensation mass contour. The degrees of freedom of 

the rod are, accordingly, the axial position z and the angular oscillation angle ψ. In order to 

minimize the effect of gravitation on the layer formation, the mass transfer occurs in a downwards 

direction; see figure 9. 
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X

Y

φ

x

y

θc α

ψ

Figure 9. Angular degrees of freedom of the dispensing system. 

This scheme requires that the workpiece, i.e., the roll, be rotated such that the instantaneous 

centre-line of the mass zone where application is occurring always be located at the roll bottom. 

Consequently, a third degree-of-freedom is needed for the robotic system, namely the roll rotation 

angle φ. 
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3 Roll response to given imbalance distribution 

In this thesis, the roll modeling is based on lateral vibrations of a non-rotating continuous Euler 

Bernoulli beam, so the effect of shear forces and the rotary inertia of cross sections are ignored 

and the deflection is assumed to be caused only by the bending moment. Furthermore, the roll is 

modeled as a flexibly-supported beam and the flexibility is added to boundary conditions when 

forming the eigenmodes of the beam. So the roll is modeled as a continuous flexibly-supported 

beam. Formulation for roll response to distributed imbalance is presented in a rotating coordinate 

system and in non-rotating frame. The latter approach has the benefit that support flexibility is not 

time dependent and can be easily added to the stiffness matrix. A non-rotating coordinate system 

is therefore used later in the equations and calculations of this thesis. Whirling of the roll is 

assumed to be small compared to the roll diameter and so the harmonic moment caused by gravity 

is ignored in this presentation. For comparison, other boundary conditions are also presented and it 

is later shown that same results are achieved with these different roll models. 

3.1 Lateral vibration of non-rotating beam 

For forming the mode shapes of the roll, the beam vibrations are firstly modelled as a continuous 

system where motion is described in terms of the space and time coordinates, and the equation of 

motion is a partial differential equation which is developed as described below; see also (Tse, 

Morse & Hinkle 1978). 

Bending vibration of an Euler Bernoulli beam is shown in figure 10. Deflection u is assumed due 

the bending moment only. From free body diagram of a differential element on the right, 

according transverse forces in x direction and moment M in right face of differential element, the 

following equations can be formed. 

u

L
z

z

M+M’dz

x x

z

dz

V+V’dzV 

M

dz

Figure 10. Lateral vibration of beam and free body diagram of differential element. 
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��VW - F�
 � X
T
 � F� � X (13)

where ��Fthe mass per unit length and V is is shear force. The second time derivative of 

displacement is VW , which is also the lateral acceleration of the beam element. From elementary 

strength of materials, the beam curvature and the moment M are related by  T � ��V

 where EI is 

the flexural stiffness of the beam. From the latter, it is evident that the first spatial derivative of the 

shear force is �
 � T

 � ��V



. Placing this into the first equation in (13) and assuming that EI is 

constant it yields to following beam equation of lateral vibrations, 

VW - F�8V



 � X                 where                 �8 � ����� (14)

By the method of separation of time and space variables, the formal solution of the previous beam 

equation is 

VB�& GC � YB�CZBGC. (15)

Substituting this into the beam equation and separating each of the independent variables (and 

functions of these uniquely) to opposite sides of the equation yields   

designating by -�2 the constant value to which each side of this equation is equal, we obtain two 

separated differential equations where the first is the spatially-dependent part and the other one is 

the time dependent part of the full solution of the lateral displacement of a vibrating continuous 

beam.  

It can be shown from the theory of linear differential equations that the general solutions for the 

previous differential equations are 

YB�C � [\ O#$B]�C - [8 ^_OB]�C - [` O#$"B]�C - [a ^_O"B]�C
and ZBGC � [b O#$B�GC - [c^_OFB�GC (18)

ZWZ � ��8 Y



Y d (16)

Y



 � ]aFY � X
e" � FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF]a � �8�8 � ���8��ZW - �8Z � X

(17)
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Factors C1 to C4 can be solved in terms of the boundary conditions, depending on the support 

conditions of the beam, and factors C5 and C6 are solved from the initial conditions of the beam.

3.2 Non-rotating beam on flexible supports 

In this study roll is modeled as a flexibly supported beam and the eigenmodes are formed by space 

derivatives of u considering equations (18) and solving factors C2 to C4 according boundary 

conditions. 

Figure 11. Flexibly supported beam. 

For the flexibly supported beam of length L and support spring stiffness k, shown in figure 11, the 

boundary conditions are formed from a knowledge that the moments at both ends must vanish. 

The shear forces at both ends depend on the lateral movement and the supporting stiffness. An 

important observation is that the shear force must have a different sign at opposite ends of the 

beam. With this information, equations for the boundary conditions at point � � X are, for shear 

force, ��V


BXC � �fVBXC, and for moment, ��V

BXC � X, and at the other end where � � �, 

similarly  ��V


B�C � fVB�C and ��V

B�C � X.  

3.2.1 Natural frequencies of the flexibly supported beam 

From the boundary conditions, and by introducing a dimensionless stiffness ratio 

g � f�`�� (19)

leads to four dependent equations which can be expressed in the matrix form (Genta 2005) 

h �B]�C`FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF gXFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF �1 B]�C`FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF gXFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF 1�B]�C`^ � gO B]�C`O � g^�O �^ B]�C`i � gj B]�C`j � gij i kl[\[8[`[am � n o p � X (20)

z
L

k k

E,I,�,A 
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βL

where = � O#$B]�C& ; � ^_OB]�C& q � O#$"B]�C& [ � ^_O"B]�Cr The characteristic equation  s tBnC � X can thereafter be solved numerically, obtaining the values of �i to be inserted into 

equation (17) to obtain the natural frequencies �i where > is an index indicating a specific natural 

frequency. 

    FFFFFFF]*�

Figure 12. On the left, the value of det(B) as a function of the product �·L for a dimensionless 

stiffness of K=100. On the right, the dependence on the dimensionless stiffness ratio K

of the first four natural frequencies of a beam on elastic supports, expressed as the 

dimensionless parameter ]*�.  

The left picture of figure 12 illustrates the rapid rise in the amplitude of the determinant from its 

null points, i.e., away from the root. This limits the number of eigenmodes that can easily be used 

in final calculations. Still, more than ten roots can be found without any unusual numerical 

methods, and seven eigenmodes is generally considered sufficient for modelling the behaviour of 

the roll. 

On the right side picture of figure 12, the four first natural frequencies have been solved as a 

function of the stiffness ratio K to illustrate how the natural frequencies change with the support 

stiffness when the roller model is changed from that of a free-free supported beam to that of a 

hinge-supported beam. 

3.2.2 Mode shapes of a flexibly supported beam 

An eigenfunction for each natural frequency i can be formed by using the values solved from the 

characteristic equation that were the zeroes of the determinant, and by solving factors C2 to C4 and 
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setting the factor C1 to a unit value. After some manipulation, the eigenfunctions for a flexibly 

supported beam can be presented in the following form: 

Y*B�C � O#$B]*�C - uB1 � vC ^_OB]*�C - v O#$"B]*�C - uB1 � vC ^_O"B]*�C (21)

e" � FFFv � O#$B]*�C � uB^_O"B]*�C � ^_OB]*�CCO#$"B]*�C � uB^_O"B]*�C � ^_OB]*�CC FFFFFFw$sFFFu � B]*�C`Kg (22)

Figure 13. The first six mode shapes, even modes on the left and odd modes on the right for a 

dimensionless stiffness ratio of K=100.

Normalized mode shapes of the six lowest natural frequencies are shown in figure 13, to illustrate 

the difference between a flexibly-supported beam and a hinge-supported beam, for which the 

mode shapes are purely sinusoidal in form. It is evident that, since the flexibility of the support 

increases, i.e., its stiffness decreases, compared to that of a hinge-supported beam, for the case in 

which K is 100, the mode shapes are distinctly different. The first and second modes are more like 

rigid body mode shapes, and the third and fourth mode shapes look more like the first and second 

modes of a hinge-supported beam; the major difference is that the end points of these mode shapes 

do not begin from null as is always the case with a hinge-supported beam for which end motion is 

prevented. 

It is interesting that, even though the mode shapes differ so much between flexibly and hinge 

supported beams, both can lead to exactly the same results in response to an imbalance, when 

correctly handled. With the hinge-supported model, bearing movement and the whirling caused by 

this movement have to be separately added to the result. In the case of roll response to imbalance, 

this means in practice that if the hinge-supported mode shapes are used for calculating the 

response to imbalance, then one has to know the bearing forces, or the movement of the bearings, 
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in advance, or otherwise solve for one of these by iterative calculations. The frame stiffness has to 

be known for either case of roll modelling. 

3.2.3 Alternative boundary conditions 

There are several methods to study the dynamic behaviour of rolls and several ways to form the 

model, from the Jeffcot rotor to discrete models or finite element methods to the continuous 

system. The latter approach is used in this thesis, even though the roll is not completely 

continuous because of the presence of shafts and endings. Having settled upon modelling the roll 

as a continuous system, there are still many alternative approaches to develop the model.  Figure 

14 presents the discontinuous shape of a roll and four different boundary conditions that may be 

used to form the continuous model of the roll. 

Figure 14. Discontinuous roll and four continuous systems with different boundary conditions: a) 

hinged, b) free, c) flexibly supported and d) flexibly supported beam with inertia 

masses at the ends. 
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All of these four models should lead to the same result for the roll response when the missing 

elements are correctly added to the model that is used.  

The main interest in roll studies is the behaviour of the roll tube, firstly because that is the 

operating part of the roll in contact with the product (paper web), and secondly because there is 

most of the roll mass. Furthermore, whirling measurements are normally done only from the tube 

area. In that sense, the model could also be limited to handling only the roll tube, either including 

or without the endings as shown in figure 15. 

Figure 15. Different possibilities for the beam length to be used in the roll model. 

When only the roll tube is modelled, bending moments Mii and movements u of the roll ending 

have to be taken into account. The inertial forces of shafts and endings, moreover, are easily left 

out of the model.  

z

u(z)

M22 
M21 

M11 M12 
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3.3 Roll response to distributed imbalance 

In rotor dynamics, a rotating object can be studied either in static coordinates or in rotating 

coordinates. Figure 16 presents the base elements of these two coordinate systems in the case of a 

flexible rotor. In this picture, X and Y are the static reference axes, and U and V represent the 

displacement of the rotor centre of gravity. In the other case, in which a rotating coordinate system 

is instead used, and supposing the rotor is rotating with angular velocity �, the responses to 

internal or external loads in that rotating coordinate system L& x are the displacement 

componentsFV& y.

Figure 16. Displacement components of elastic rotor. 

Commonly, in rotor dynamics, when the rotor velocity is constant, it is convenient to study the 

response in such a coordinate system wherein the time dependence of kinematic variables can be 

eliminated. Normally, external loads like gravity or the nip load of another rotor, are studied in a 

static reference frame, and internal loads like imbalance are studied in rotating coordinates. If both 

are studied simultaneously, the result is time-dependent. In this thesis, the roll response to an 

imbalance is studied, but since the flexibility of the supporting structures is taken into account, 

and because the stiffness of this frame may vary by direction, the result is developed in a non-

moving frame. The solution in rotating coordinates is, firstly, presented for the case in which the 
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frame stiffness is the same in all directions. The following presentation is based on the use of 

mode shapes of a flexibly-supported non-rotating beam. 

3.3.1 Response in a rotating frame 

When studying the rotor response to an imbalance, the equations of motion have the following 

form in rotating coordinates (Keskinen et al. 2005): 

��zW - K�pz{ - ��z|||| � ���8z � ���8}FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF (23)

where the vector s includes the whirling shape in the x and y directions and imbalance is given as 

eccentricity � between the rotating centre and the centre of gravity of the rotor  

zB�C � ~VB�CyB�C� FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF}B�C � ~�4B�C�5B�C� (24)

In this presentation, in a rotating coordinate system, it is assumed that the frame stiffness is equal 

in both fixed directions X and Y. When the roll is driven at a selected constant speed, the shape of 

the roll will stabilize so that each gravity centre of the roll cross-section moves on a circular orbit. 

Since the response is studied for constant velocity, the first two time-dependent parts in equation 

(23) become zero-valued and the equation of motion is reduced to that of a static problem 

��z|||| � ���8z � ���8}FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF (25)

When this is solved by using the eigenfunctions of a flexibly-supported non-rotating rotor Y*, the 

solution in a rotating frame, including whirling shapes in both the x and y directions, is 

zB�C � �8�B�C�B� - �� � �8�C�\� (26)

where matrix N includes the mode shapes from the first to the n:th modes, 

�B�C� � ��� �� ���FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF�B�C� � �Y\B�C Y8B�C& & & Y�B�C� (27)

The mass matrix M is formed by the generalized masses 

� � �� �� �� FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF� � : ���B�C�B�C�D�U
A

(28)

The stiffness matrix of the roll without the flexibility of the supports is 

� � �� �� �� FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF� � : �����B�C���B�C�D�U
A

(29)

In the case that the flexibility of the supports is the same in both directions x and y, then
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�� � ��� �� ���FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF�� � fM�BXC�BXC� - �B�C�B�C�N; (30)

otherwise, the previous stiffness matrix would be time-dependent. The vector of the generalized 

force for each mode is 

� � ~�����FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF��&� � : 2��4&5B�C�B�CD�U
A

(31)

Solution s in equation (26) includes the whirling shape of the rotor in the x and y directions caused 

by the imbalance distributions �4 and �5. 

3.3.2 Response in a non-rotating frame 

In this presentation with a non-rotating frame it is assumed that the frame stiffness is different in X

and Y directions. When the rotor response to the imbalance is studied in static coordinates the 

equation of motion has the following time-dependent form 

���W - ���



 � ���8�BGC}FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF (32)

where S includes the whirling shape U, V in static coordinates, and the matrix A(t) varies 

harmonically with the angular position of the rotor so that the direction of the excitation rotates 

and  

�B�& GC � ~B�& GC�B�& GC� FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF�BGC � �^_O�G � O#$�GO#$�G ^_O�G � (33)

In the static reference frame case, the solution for the equation of motion may be put into the 

following form, when also the frame flexibility as well, is added  to the equation 

�B�& GC � �8�B�C�B� - �� � �8�C���BGC (34)

which also incorporates the frame flexibility. In the non-rotating frame, the excitation caused by 

imbalance is time-dependent, and the time dependent excitation matrix �(t) is 

�BGC � �BGC� � �^_O�G �4 � O#$�GF�5O#$�G �4 ^_O�G �5 �FFFF (35)

Mode shapes of a flexibly-supported beam change in accordance with the flexibility of the 

supports, so that if this stiffness varies by direction, then 
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�B�C� � ��4� �� �5�� (36)

The mass and stiffness matrices are also different in the X and Y directions, since they are formed 

with mode shapes, and the mass matrix is 

� � ��4 �� �5� (37)

Similarly, the stiffness matrix is 

� � ��4 �� �5� (38)

In this case, the flexibility of supports is not time-dependent, even if the frame stiffness is different 

in these static directions, so that

�� � ���4 �� ��5�, (39)

but the generalized forces 

�4 � � 2��4B�C�4B�CD�UA       and           �5 � � 2��5B�C�5B�CD�UA (40)

are time-dependent in non-rotating coordinates, and so the solution of equation (34) is, in 

component form, 

B�& GC � �8�4�B�4 - ��4 � �8�4C���BGC�4�B�& GC � �8�5�7�5 - ��5 � �8�59���BGC�5 (41)

3.3.3 Dynamic bearing forces 

When a mass m is rotating with angular velocity �& and with radius r from the rotational centre, 

the centrifugal inertia force caused by the mass isF� � J��8. When the rotating object has length 

L, the force is distributed evenly, so that the inertia force per unit length is Z � PU ��8 � ����8. 

Imbalance of the flexible roll causes such a rotating force for two different reasons. Firstly, the 

distributed eccentricity } causes a force which is in rotating coordinates �} � ���8} and, 

secondly, the whirling shape � causes a distributed force �� � ���8� because of the inertia of the 

mass. The total distributed force in rotating coordinates is then  

� � ���8B� - }CFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF� � ~Z4B�CZ5B�C� (42)
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In non-rotating coordinates, the solution would be time-dependent, and the equation is multiplied 

by the matrix �BGC. Distributed inertia causes a dynamic bearing force on both supports of the roll 

and can be divided between the left and the right bearings by evaluating the following integrals. 

�� � : �� � ��F D�U
A FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF�  � : � ��U

A D� (43)

These forces also rotate with the angular velocity of the roll, and are therefore time-dependent in 

the non-rotating reference frame. Normally, in balancing machines, the resultants and directions of 

these forces are defined. In the continuous balancing methods that are presented in this thesis, 

these measured dynamic bearing forces have to be divided into components in the same directions 

as are used in whirling measurements. 

Figure 17. Different possibilities of roll modelling in balancing. 

Roll model 

Jeffcot Continuous Discrete / FEM 

Free-free support Flexibly supported Hinge supported 

Response to 
imbalance

Non-rotating frame Rotating frame 
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Figure 17 presents some of the decisions that have to be made when establishing a model of the 

roll. In this work, the methods of the centre column are the ones used, but some comparison is also 

made with different boundary conditions later on. 
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4 Inverse determination of imbalance distribution 

Defining the imbalance distribution of the roll is basically an inverse problem, as is balancing in 

general, in contrast to simulation of the roll behaviour and its response to a known imbalance, 

which constitutes a forward problem. In the balancing procedure, it is typical that the response of 

the roll is known once measured, after which one undertakes to discover how to set the whirling 

and bearing forces to null or down to an acceptable level. In the following, the previous 

formulation is used in an inverse form to establish the imbalance distribution that causes the 

measured response. As mentioned earlier, there are two basic principles for balancing flexible 

rotors and they are called modal balancing and influence coefficient balancing, respectively. In the 

literature, several variants of this method to balance rolls are reported. Common to all of these is 

that they are based on placing point masses along the rotor in order to achieve a satisfactory level 

of balancing. This section addresses how to establish the continuous shape of the imbalance 

distribution on the basis of whirling measurement data. The first method is based on modal 

balancing and uses the mode shapes in reverse order to define the imbalance distribution. The 

remaining methods are based on the influence coefficient method and, as applied here, different 

eccentricity distribution shapes are used to form the influence matrix and the solution is thereafter 

obtained as the inverse of this matrix. The formulation developed below is based on the use of 

mode shapes of a flexibly supported beam. 

4.1 Mode based method of continuous balancing 

Modal balancing of rotors is originally a method whereby the roll is balanced as a whole by the 

approach of balancing its individual mode shapes one-at-a-time in separate test runs. It is also 

inherent to this method that each mode shape be balanced at a rotating speed close to its respective 

critical speed. This implies, furthermore, that the balancing masses be placed so as to be mutually 

orthogonal, so that the balancing of any one mode shape not affects the balance of any other. The 

following presentation of the modal balancing method of continuous balancing is based on the 

principle that the balancing be determined from the results of a single measurement with a 

balancing speed lower than the first critical speed. This method is also called, in what follows, a 

mode-based method. 
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4.1.1 Mode based identification of roll whirling by alternative sensor arrangements 

There are several possibilities as to how to measure the whirling shape of the roll. The aim of 

these measurements is to find the dynamic three dimensional curvature of the roll centre of with 

reference to the rotational centre. This is done by measuring the roll shape at one selected 

balancing speed and comparing the results to the static shape of the roll. One approach to detection 

of the whirling shape is to observe the roll in two directions as shown in figure 18, and 

synchronize the measurement so that the roll is measured once per revolution. The advantage of 

such an approach is that the result is obtained directly in a non-rotating coordinate system and in 

selected directions X and Y. Measurements can either be carried out with axially moving sensors 

or with static sensors in n measuring planes. A method in which the measurements are set to 

continuous shapes B�C and �B�C is herein called the scanning sensor method and the other 

method, where n measured values are used, is called the multi-sensor method. Since the frame 

flexibility may differ between these two measurement directions, mode shapes are formed for both 

directions. 

Figure 18. Whirling displacement of the cross section observed once per revolution. 

It is known that the whirling shape of a beam can be formulated as a summation of mode shapes 

multiplied by the intensity of each mode shape 

B�C � ¡ *Y4&* � ���4B�C* FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF�B�C � ¡ �*Y5&* � ���5B�C*    (44)

In the scanning sensor method, when the whirling shape � is known or expressed as a function of � after measurements, an inverse solution can be formed to solve the intensities * and �* for a 

selected number of mode shapes. When mode shapes of a flexibly supported beam are used, the 

X V(z) 

U(z) 

Y 
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vectors � and �  are formulated by integrating the product of whirling shape and each mode shape 

over the roll length; i.e., 

* � ��T*&* : B�CY4&*B�CD�FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF�* � ��T*&* : �B�CY5&*B�CD�U
A

U
A

(45)

In this scanning sensor method, there are no theoretical limitations to the number of mode shapes 

and the intensities that may be determined from the whirling shapes B�C and �B�C. 

In the multi-sensor method, whirling values of n measuring planes are used. The following vectors �� and �� include the measured whirling motions in the X and Y directions, 

�� � ��B�\C �B�8CF¢ �B��C��FFFFFFFFFFFFFFF�� � ���B�\C ��B�8CFF¢ ��B��C�� (46)

Matrices with n mode shapes are formed in both directions so that they include the values of each 

mode shape in all of the measuring planes. 

�*&/ � Y/B�*CFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF£�&� � F ��4&5B¤\C �4&5B¤8CFF¢ �4&5B¤¥C��  (47)

The intensity of each mode shape can be solved by multiplying the inverse of this matrix with the 

vector including the measured whirling values 

� � £4�\��FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF� � £5�\�� (48)

In this multi-sensor method, the number of measuring planes limits the number of mode shapes 

that can be solved. In both methods these whirling coefficients in X and Y directions are set to 

vector 

�� � 3��6 (49)

and for which whirling shapes as a function of z are 

�B�C � ~B�C�B�C� (50)

the relationship between continuous whirling and the magnitude of the mode shapes are then 

�B�C � �B�C��� (51)

Normally, the measurement of bearing forces is more accurate than that of whirling 

measurements; it is therefore advisable to set the movement of end planes on the basis of 

measured bearing forces �A and �U as

�BXC � �A4f4 FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF��BXC � �A5f5 (52)
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�B�C � �U4f4 FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF��B�C � �U5f5
Resultants of measured bearing forces are projected into components in X and Y coordinates and 

divided by support stiffnesses in both directions. 

4.1.2 Mode based determination of imbalance distribution 

Simulation of the roll response � to a known imbalance distributionF} has been addressed above. 

Now the inverse problem of solving } according measured informationF�� is treated. In a non-

rotating reference frame, the time dependent solution for the equation of motion is 

�B�& GC � �8�B�C�B� - �� � �8�C���BGC (53)

When the whirling values B�C and �B�C are observed once per revolution at the time instants ¦* � KI>��  the relationship �BGC � �� simplifies to 

FF� � �1 XX 1� FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF�BG � ¦*C � �FFFF (54)

and the earlier result for whirling simplifies to a form which no longer exhibits time dependence; 

i.e., 

�B�& ¦*C � �8�B�C�B� - �� � �8�C��� (55)

Because of the relationship �B�C � �B�C���, this equation can be expressed with magnitude vector ��, which yields 

�� � �8B� - �� � �8�C��� (56)

Upon rearrangement, the generalized forces of a flexibly-supported beam can be solved using 

whirling measurements, giving 

� � ��8B� - �� � �8�C�� (57)

and the continuous eccentricity distribution must then be 

}B�C � �B�C���\� (58)

Thus, when divided into components, the generalized forces in the X and Y directions in terms of 

the magnitude vectors U and V are 

�4 � ��8B�4 - ��4 � �8�4C��5 � ��8B�5 - ��5 � �8�5C� (59)
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where these magnitude vectors are based on measured data. The continuous eccentricity 

distribution reduces to a summation of mode shapes 

�4B�C � �4��4���4�5B�C � �5��5���5
(60)

When the multi-sensor method is used to obtain this solution, the number of mode shapes in the 

result is exactly the same as the number of measuring planes. If the result is, on the other hand, 

obtained from the scanning sensor method, the number of mode shapes in the solution is 

theoretically unlimited. 

In what follows, this method is found to be quite sensitive to the measurement error, but in theory, 

if an accurate shape of the roll whirling is known, this yields an almost absolute solution to the 

eccentricity distribution, especially in the case of the scanning sensor method. At the very least, it 

can be said that the result tends to approach the correct distribution in the limit as the number of 

modes is increased. 
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4.2 Influence coefficient determination of continuous imbalance distribution 

While the mode-based determination of the imbalance distribution, discussed above, may be 

regarded as a continuous form of modal balancing, the influence coefficient method of 

determination is more akin to an improvement of influence coefficient balancing as used to detect 

the continuous shape of imbalance. The method is based on the idea of selecting a set of different 

possible trial functions to form the imbalance distribution. The whirling caused by each of these 

trial forms is first calculated and an influence matrix is formed on the basis of these calculations. 

Just as for influence coefficient balancing, when the inverse of this influence matrix and a 

response vector including measured values are multiplied together, the result vector includes the 

coefficients of the selected distributions. Two different sets of trial shapes are presented; firstly, 

the imbalance distribution is assumed to a have a sinusoidal shape and, secondly, in the other 

approach, the eigenmodes are used to describe the distributed imbalance.  

4.2.1 Use of trial functions to describe imbalance distribution 

Trial functions to form the imbalance distribution may be selected in several ways, and different 

shapes may be convenient to use for different purposes. In this first approach the imbalance is 

supposed to have a form which can be defined in terms of sinusoidal components added to two 

linear rigid body shapes. The imbalance distribution is defined here, as it was earlier, as the 

eccentricity of the centre of gravity with respect to the rotating axis. This first trial function 

approach is limited here so that five different shapes are used and these shapes are put into vector 

e. The selected individual shapes are 

§\B�C � 1
§8B�C � 1K � ��§`B�C � O#$ ¨I�� ©
§aB�C � O#$ ªKI�� «
§bB�C � O#$ ª¬I�� «

(61)

When it is assumed that the eccentricity distribution in both the X and Y directions can be defined 

with these five shapes, and when the amplitude of each trial function is set to vectors cx and cy, the 

total eccentricity distribution of the roll is then assumed to be 
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�4B�C � 4�® � ¯;4&*§*b
*°\ B¤CFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF�5B�C � 5�® � ¯;5&*§*b

*°\ B¤C (62)

So, to actually solve for the imbalance distribution, the aim of this approach is to solve the 

coefficient vectors cx and cy. In order to permit that, whirling caused by the selected eccentricity 

shapes, herein called trial functions, has to be firstly solved to form an influence matrix F. The 

generalized force for each trial function is a vector with a theoretically unlimited number of mode 

shapes that may be used when formulating it, and in the X direction, these five vectors are 

expressed as 

�* � : 2�§*B�C�4B�CD�FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF> � 1&K& ¢ &±U
A

(63)

and whirling caused by these five selected trial functions is calculated separately for each shape 

according to the non-time dependent equation (55) and these five whirling shapes in the X

direction are then 

*B�C � �8�4�B�4 - ��4 � �8�4C���* (64)

This equation and the method to add support stiffness ��4 holds when mode shapes of a flexibly-

supported beam are used. Notice that when the frame stiffness differs in the Y direction the mode 

shapes are also different in that direction. 

Measurement planes have to be selected such that the difference between the effect of each trial 

function shape of eccentricity be recognizable. In this presentation, they are selected such that the 

trial distributions e have their maxima in the measurement planes. For linear rigid body shapes §\
and §8 these planes are the ends of the roll. For the first sinusoidal shape §` the natural measuring 

plane is the centre of roll where � ��K , §a has maxima at points ��² and ¬��² and §b  at points ��³ and ±��³ as well as in the centre of roll. Thereby in this presentation seven measurement 

planes, including end points, are therefore used in this work. These measurement planes are shown 

in table 1. 

Table 1. Selected measuring planes. 

�A �\ �8 �` �a �b �UX ��³ ��² ��K ¬��² ±��³ �
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All five whirling shapes are solved on the basis of the equations established above for each of 

these seven measurement planes. With this information the influence matrix is formed for the X

direction as 

4́ �
µ¶¶
¶·¸\B�A& �UC ¸8B�A& �UC ¸`B�A& �UC,\B�A& �UC ,8B�A& �UC ,`B�A& �UC\B�`C 8B�`C `B�`C

¸aB�A& �UC ¸bB�A& �UC,aB�A& �UC ,bB�A& �UCaB�`C bB�`C,\B�8& �aC ,8B�8& �aC ,`B�8& �aC¸\B�\& �bC ¸8B�\& �bC ¸`B�\& �bC ,aB�8& �aC ,bB�8& �aC¸aB�\& �bC ¸bB�\& �bC¹º
ºº» (65)

where 

¸*B�/& �¼C � *7�/9 - *B�¼C,*B�/& �¼C � *B�/C � *B�¼C (66)

Measured bearing forces are F0 and FL and measured whirling in X directions isF�B�C. These 

observed values are set in to following response vector 

½4 �
¾¿À
¿Á�A&4�f4 - �U&4�f4�A&4�f4 � �U&4�f4�B�`C�B�8C � �B�aC�B�\C - �B�bC Â¿Ã

¿Ä (67)

where f4 is the frame stiffness in the X direction. Now, the coefficients of the selected eccentricity 

distributions can be solved with the inverse of the influence matrix 4́ provided above, giving 

4 � 4́��½4F (68)

The solution in the Y direction is identical. It must be observed that, in the non-rotating frame, 

when two sensors each provide a single measurement per revolution, frame stiffness in the Y

direction is most probably different from that in X direction and so a separate influence matrix has 

to be developed for the Y direction. This may be avoided if both measurements are made with the 

same sensor in the same direction, for example, so that the sensor makes four measurements per 

revolution, equally spaced at 90 degrees intervals. In this case the measurements on opposite sides 

of the roll should confirm one another. In that case, the same frame stiffnesses are used in both 

directions and the same influence matrices may be used in both directions. 

When the support stiffnesses at both ends are the same and the roll is symmetric, as in the case 

presented, the influence matrix simplifies to 
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4́ �
µ¶¶
¶·¸\B�A& �UCFF XFF ¸`B�A& �UCXFF ,8B�A& �UCFF X\B�`CF XFF `B�`C

XFF ¸bB�A& �UC,aB�A& �UCFF XXFF bB�`CX ,8B�8& �aC X¸\B�\& �bC X ¸`B�\& �bC ,aB�8& �aC XX ¸bB�\& �bC ¹º
ºº» (69)

where odd and even shapes are mutually independent and could be solved separately so that the 

solution for odd coefficient factors is 

3;8;a6 � �,8B�A& �UC ,aB�A& �UC,8B�8& �aC ,aB�8& �aC��\ ~�A&4�f4 � �U&4�f4�B�8C � �B�aC � (70)

and the solution for even coefficient factors is 

Å;\;`;bÆ � Ç¸\B�A& �UC ¸8B�A& �UC ¸`B�A& �UC\B�`C 8B�`C `B�`C¸\B�\& �bC ¸8B�\& �bC ¸`B�\& �bCÈ
�\ É�A&4�f4 - �U&4�f4�B�`C�B�\C - �B�bC Ê (71)

When a roll is balanced based on the eccentricity distribution defined with these five coefficient 

factors, it yields a solution that sets the bearing forces and the whirling of the roll centre to null, 

within the accuracy level of the measurements, modelling and calculations. Whirling at points ��²
and ¬��² are set to the same level as each other and the average of whirling at points ��³ and ±��³ are set to null; these also have a comparable level of accuracy. 

4.2.2 Use of mode shapes to describe the imbalance distribution 

It is suggested that mode shapes could be used to define not only the whirling shape of the roll but 

also the eccentricity distribution. The formulation provided above can be used in this case by 

setting trial eccentricities in the X direction to be 

§*B�C � Y4&*B�C (72)

and the rest of the formulation could be exactly the same as that of the previous chapter, but in this 

case one can also take advantage of the orthogonal nature of the mode shapes when forming the 

influence matrix and generalized forces. 

In the preceding chapter, each generalized force was a vector for which the number of elements is 

equal to the number of mode shapes used in the calculation. When the same mode shapes are used 

to define the imbalance distribution, this yields a result where generalized force vector reduce to a 

scalar since other members of the vector are zero-valued, and equation (63) for these scalars 

reduces to 
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0* � : ��Y4&*B�CY4&*B�CD�U
A

(73)

which is now an identical result to the definition of the mass matrix from equation (28), and so the 

whirling caused by these generalized scalar forces takes on the simplified form 

*B�C � �8Y4&*7f4&*&* � �8J4&*&*9��J4&*&* (74)

where f4&*&* is a diagonal member of matrix �4 - ��4. This equation can also be stated in matrix 

form, where these whirling shapes are directly the solutions 

�B�C � �8�4�B�4 - ��� � �8��C���� (75)

found by using the mass matrix as a driving force, and no separate solutions for generalized forces 

are needed. When the same measurement planes are used as in the previous chapter, the first five 

curves of the vector � above are used to form the influence matrix. By setting 

¸�B�/& �¼C � �B�/C - �B�¼C,�7�/& �¼9 � �7�/9 � �B�¼C (76)

the 5x5 influence matrix in the X direction becomes 

4́ � M¸�B�A& �UC ,�B�A& �UC �B�`C ,�B�8& �aC ¸�B�\& �bCN� (77)

When measured values are used in response vector ½4 of equation (67), the result for the 

coefficient of each mode shape to describe the eccentricity distribution is found with the same 

equation as used previously; i.e., 

4 � 4́�\½4F (78)

and the solution for the eccentricity distribution in the X direction is then 

�4B�C � 4��4 (79)

More generally, the three dimensional solution is 

}B�C � �B�C�FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFe" � FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF � ~45� (80)

The advantage of using mode shapes to define the imbalance distribution is the rapid and simple 

formation of the influence matrix as compared to the use of trial functions. There is no need to 

calculate the generalized force vector for each trial function when the mass matrix can be used as a 

driving force for each mode shape. Limitations to this approach are that the imbalance distribution 

must be solved over the whole length of the roll; if the distribution is limited to the portion 
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between the roll endings, the orthogonality assumption no longer holds. Furthermore, the selection 

of the measurement planes may not be as obvious as it was in the previous case. Figure 19 

classifies the various methods to define the imbalance distribution based on the measured whirling 

and bearing forces. 

Figure 19. Different possible approaches to detection of the continuous imbalance distribution.

Determination of imbalance 
distribution

Multi sensor method Scanning sensor 
method

Influence coefficient 
approach

Mode based 
determination
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distribution

Trial function to 
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Mode shapes to 
define imbalance
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4.3 Verification of roll model and solution method 

In the following, results from some of the roll models and solution methods thusfar presented are 

compared. The models that are compared are all based on continuous modelling of the rotor, but 

different boundary conditions are used to define the roll response to the distributed imbalance. It is 

shown that the same whirling result can be obtained from the eigenmodes of each of the three 

boundary conditions considered.  

When comparing different inverse methods to solve the imbalance distribution of the roll, it is 

shown that all herein presented methods yield the same result so long as there is no measurement 

error, but when some such error is added to the whirling values of the different measurement 

planes, there is some difference in the sensitivity of the methods. 

4.3.1 Use of different boundary conditions when solving response to known imbalance 

In this chapter, the roll response to the distributed eccentricity has been calculated for three 

different boundary conditions: firstly, with eigenmodes of a flexibly supported beam; secondly, 

with those of a hinge-supported beam; and, finally, with free-free modes. The roll is assumed to be 

a constant tube of length L and rotating speed f. All cases are studied with seven mode shapes and 

the following numerical values are used in computations: 

Table 2. Dimensions of the continuous tube used in the comparative study. 

Bearing distance L

Outside diameter of tube Do 

Inside diameter of tube Di 

Elastic modulus E 

Density �

Support stiffness k

Rotating speed f 

Number of eigenmodes n 

5350 mm 

525 mm 

425 mm 

130 GPa 

7200 kg/m3 

1.5x108 N/m 

25 Hz 

7 

The roll is given an eccentricity distribution �B�C only in the X-direction only. This distribution is 

specified by the following equation, and plotted in figure 20. 
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�B�C � �1 - ª1K � ��« - O#$ ¨I�� © - O#$ ªKI�� « - O#$ ª¬I�� «� Xr1ËË (81)

Figure 20. The distribution of the roll eccentricity [m]. 

When, firstly, the eigenmodes of a flexibly-supported beam are used, the whirling equation in the 

X direction takes the form 

ÌÍ�4B�C � �8�ÌÍ�4� 7�ÌÍ�4 - �� � �8�ÌÍ�49���ÌÍ�4 (82)

The seven lowest eigenmodes �ÌÍ�4� � �Y\ Y8 FF¢ YÎ� are formed using stiffness f from table 

1. Stiffness and mass matrices are formulated with these mode shapes. Thus, frame flexibility is 

included in the mode shapes, and also added to the stiffness matrix in the form of ��. The driving 

force vector is provided by the equation 

�ÌÍ�4 � : ��U
A �B�CY*B�CD�FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF> � 1&K&¢ &Ï (83)

The whirling result is plotted in figure 21 below. Support forces are calculated on the basis of 

equations (43), which yields a result for the left bearing of �A � 1ÏFÏK1FÐ and for the right side 

bearing of �U � 1¬FÑÒÒFÐ. 
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Figure 21. Whirling calculated with mode shapes of flexibly supported beam [m]. 

Mode shapes of a hinge supported beam are purely sinusoidal YÓ*�Ô&* � O#$B>I���C, and they 

approach zero towards each end, so that the bearing motions have to be added on separately. In 

this work, the bearing movement�B�C is established from the earlier calculated bearing forces �A
and �U using the equation 

. 

�B�C � �Af B� � �C� - �Uf �� (84)

and this is added to the known eccentricity distribution so thatF�Ó*�ÔB�C � �B�C - �B�C, to form 

the force vector 

�Ó*�Ô � : ��U
A �Ó*�ÔB�C�Ó*�ÔD� (85)

when the mass and stiffness matrices are formed with hinged mode shapes, the whirling is instead 

Ó*�ÔB�C � �8�Ó*�Ô� 7�Ó*�Ô � �8�Ó*�Ô9���Ó*�Ô (86)

This result provides a correct whirling shape of the roll, but the movements of the supports are 

null. The bearing movement � has to therefore be added to the whirling result Ó*�Ô, and the 

corrected result is 

Ó*�HB�C � Ó*�ÔB�C - �B�C (87)
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Figure 22. Whirling with hinge supports and bearing movement correction [m]. 

Results are plotted in figure 22. From these, it is apparent that the final result Ó*�HB�C
corresponds to the earlier result ÌÍ�4B�C. An exact comparison of these two curves is provided by 

defining 

,Ó*�HB�C � ÌÍ�4B�C � Ó*�HB�C, (88)

and this parameter is plotted in figure 23 

Figure 23. Exact difference between flexibly and hinge supported models [m]. 

Eigenfunctions of the free-free supported beam are 

YÌÕ��&* � ^_O"B]*�C - ^_OB]*�C � Ö*MO#$"B]*�C - O#$B]*�CN (89)

where 
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Ö* � ^_O"B]*�C � ^_OB]*�CO#$"B]*�C � O#$B]*�C (90)

and ]* is the root of the characteristic equation, 

^_O"B]�C ^_OB]�C � 1 � X (91)

When free-free modes are used to calculate the whirling shape of the tube, the support stiffness k 

is added to the model by way of a point force at each end of the beam. When these supporting 

springs are accordingly modelled as point force sources, the generalized force has the form 

�ÌÕ�� � : ��U
A �B�C�ÌÕ��B�CD� � ��8¦A�ÌÕ��BXC � ��8¦U�ÌÕ��B�C (92)

Mass and stiffness matrices are developed as they were before, but now with the free-free mode 

shapes. When whirling 

ÌÕ��B�C � �8�ÌÕ��� 7�ÌÕ�� � �8�ÌÕ��9���ÌÕ�� (93)

is calculated with these assumptions, it yields the same curve as it did earlier with the flexibly 

supported model and the hinge supported model, but the roll position in space is different. This 

result, as well as the correction terms, is shown in figure 24 below. 

Figure 24. Whirling with free-free modes [m]. 
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In order to correct the displacement of the end points to the same position as in the earlier-

presented models, the correction motion is 

HB�C � ÌÕ��BXC � � �� - ÌÕ��B�C �� (94)

and the result in which the curve is set to the correct placement in space is 

ÌÕ�HB�C � ÌÕ��B�C � HB�C - �B�C (95)

For exact comparison of this free-free whirling result to the originally calculated result based on 

flexible mode shapes, the difference is defined as 

,ÌÕ�HB�C � ÌÍ�4B�C � ÌÕ�HB�C (96)

and plotted in figure 25. 

Figure 25. Exact difference between free-free and flexibly supported models [m]. 

In summary, results presented here show that each of these models yield results similar to the 

others when properly handled. A limitation, when using hinge supports or free-free modes, is that 

the bearing forces have to be known or they have to be solved iteratively to find the final results of 

whirling. When balancing the rolls, bearing forces are known, since they are normally measured in 

the balancing machine. 

In the preceding chapter, when mode shapes of a flexibly supported beam are used, the frame 

stiffness has to be added also to the stiffness matrix. When mode shapes of a hinge supported 

beam are used, the bearing movement has to be added to the eccentricity distribution to get the 

correct whirling shape. When free-free modes are used, supports have to be handled as point 

forces at the ends of the roll. 
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4.3.2 Comparison of inverse methods to solve distributed eccentricity 

Three different methods to define the eccentricity distribution are now compared, and the 

sensitivity of the solutions to whirling measuring error is also studied. Firstly, the mode-based 

method is used with seven measurement planes, and, secondly, the two earlier presented methods 

of influence coefficient determination are used, one using sinusoidal shapes to define the 

imbalance distribution, and the other using the mode shapes of roll. Roll dimensions and the 

eccentricity distribution �B�C are the same as in the previous chapter. Mode shapes of a flexibly 

supported beam are used and, in all cases, seven eigenmodes are used in calculations. 

The roll whirling caused by eccentricity �B�C � 4�® was presented in the last chapter where  � �Xr1 Xr1 Xr1 Xr1 Xr1��ËË and ® includes the five trial functions that were presented 

as equations (61). The magnitude of this whirling, ÌÍ�4B�C, in the seven measurement planes that 

were presented in table 1, is shown in table 3. In the examples provided below these values are 

used as the measured whirling. As in practical balancing cases, the purpose is to solve for the 

eccentricity distribution �B�C on the basis of the values shown in table 3 to an accuracy of 0.01 

�m. The bearing forces are assumed to be �A&U � fBX& �C.  
Table 3. Whirling in seven measuring planes [�m]. 

z 0 L/6 L/4 L/2 3L/4 5L/6 L �B�C 118.14 240.05 288.62 348.59 268.65 216.74 92.66 

The values of table 3 are entered into the vector  

�� � ��B�AC �B�\CFF¢ �B�UC�� (97)

Seven mode shapes are used in all calculations, and the shape of those eigenmodes with presented 

roll dimensions are shown in figure 26. Mode shapes are here normalized so that the maximum 

value of those is one. 
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Figure 26. Mode shapes of the roll 

In the mode-based method, the solution principle is to define the coefficient of each mode shape 

directly from the measured whirling shape. Firstly, all of the seven eigenmodes are solved in each 

of the seven measurement planes, and the values are enterred into a matrix £, thus, 

£ � F M�B�AC �B�\C ¢ �B�bC �B�UCN�  (98)

where the first row includes the value of each mode shape at point ¤A. The whirling coefficient of 

each mode shape is thereafter solved as the inverse of this matrix, 

� � £�\��FFFF (99)

The mass and stiffness matrices are formed from the mode shapes �, and the generalized force 

vector is then 

�4 � ��8FB� - �� � �8�C� (100)

and the eccentricity distribution solved by the mode-based determination method is then 

�PB�C � ¯0** Y*B�C 1J*&* � ����\�4 (101)
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Figure 27. Mode based solution of imbalance distribution �P and the original distribution � when 

whirling values are rounded to the nearest 0.01 �m [m]. 

The solution obtained from this calculation, shown in figure 27, is exact to within the line width in 

the case where whirling values are rounded to the nearest 0.01 �m. 

When the accuracy of the measurement is set lower, and the whirling values �� are rounded to 

nearest 0.1 �m, the result differs more from the original shape as shown in figure 28. 

Figure 28. Mode based solution of the imbalance distribution when measured values are rounded 

to nearest 0.1 �m [m]. 

For the influence coefficient method where five trial functions e of equation (61) are used to 

estimate the imbalance distribution, the generalized force vector �* is obtained from equation (63) 

for each of these trial shapes. Whirling *B�C is solved according to equation (66) for each �*. 
With this information, the 5x5 influence matrix F of equation (69) is obtained. 
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The response vector R, equation (67), is set-up containing the values from table 3, and the 

coefficient of each base shape thereafter solved as  � ´��½. The eccentricity distribution is then �×B�C � �®. This result is shown in figure 29, where the measuring accuracy is set to a value of 

0.1 �m. The solution almost perfectly replicates to the original eccentricity distribution. 

Figure 29. Solution using trial functions with measured values rounded to nearest 0.1 �m [m]. 

When the imbalance distribution is assumed to have a shape constructed of eigenmodes, the 

approach is made more efficient if whirling caused by each base distribution is directly solved by 

�B�C � �8��B� - �� � �8�C�\� (102)

to form the influence matrix F. When coefficients  � ´��½ are solved, the eccentricity 

distribution is then �ØB�C � ��. Once calculated, this yields practically the same result as the 

previous solution with trial functions. These are plotted in figure 30, where the whirling values of 

the measurement planes are rounded to nearest full �m. On the basis of these results, all methods 

yield the correct result, but the first approach, the mode based method, seems to be most sensitive 

to measurement errors. 
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 Figure 30. Solution with mode shapes �Ø compared to solution with trial functions �× and original 
eccentricity distribution �, with measured values rounded to nearest full �m [m]. 
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4.4 Influence of shafts and roll endings on whirling response 

Thusfar, in all modelling and comparison studies, the roll has been regarded as a constant tube and 

the presence of shafts and roll endings ignored. In practical balancing, however, these effects 

should also be taken into account, since the shafts are much more flexible than is the roll tube. In 

the following, it is suggested that the shaft flexibility be taken into account by adding the stiffness 

of the shafts to the frame stiffness as if it were provided by a pair of springs in-series. In such an 

approach, the flexibility of the shafts would be provided through the boundary conditions and 

would effect the mode shapes of roll. It is also suggested, moreover, that the lateral inertia of the 

endings be added to the mass matrix. 

4.4.1 Equivalent support stiffness 

In this thesis, the roll is modelled as a continuous tube of length L, which represents the distance 

between the bearings. Flexibility of the shafts is accounted for, in the model, by using equivalent 

support stiffness. In figure 31 movement ÙÌ is bearing movement due to the frame flexibility, Ù� is 

the bending of the shaft and ÙÚ a hypothetical bending as if the roll were a continuous tube. 

Figure 31. Components due to shaft bending. 

The purpose is to set the equivalent support stiffness such that the equivalent bearing displacement 

of the continuous tube model be 

Ù�Û � ÙÌ - Ù� � ÙÚ (103)
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in order that the whirling in the tube area be equal to the behaviour of the real roll. In this first 

simple assumption, the shaft is assumed to behave as if it were a cantilever beam affected only by 

the supporting force � � fÌÙÌ, where fÌ is the frame stiffness. So, lateral inertia in the shaft is 

now ignored and the support force causes the bending of the shaft. In that case, the previous 

equation can be written in the form �f�Û � �fÌ - �f� � �fÚ (104)

where f� is the shaft stiffness and fÚ is the stiffness of the roll tube part that is replaced by the 

shaft. When f�Û is solved, it takes the form 

f�Û � 11fÌ - 1f� � 1fÚ (105)

and, for a cantilever beam, 

f� � ¬�����̀ FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFw$sFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFfÚ � ¬��Ú��̀ (106)

where EIs is the flexural stiffness of the shaft and EIt is that of the roll tube. Thus, the shaft is 

regarded to act as a spring in-series with the frame stiffness, and the shaft stiffness is assumed to 

be constant. In this approach, the bending of the shaft is incorporated as an added displacement of 

the bearing, and the model assumes a constant tube between the bearings, so that the result will 

differ somewhat from that of a real tube in the shaft area, but is believed to be reasonable 

elsewhere throughout the roll tube. Figure 32 illustrates the difference between reality and the 

model that is used in establishing the mode shapes of the roll vibrations. 

Figure 32. Real roll on top and the model below. 
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4.4.2 Inertia of roll endings 

When the model and real roll are compared, it becomes evident that the mass distribution of the 

model is different than that of the real roll. Therefore, the lateral inertia force caused by roll 

bending also differs from that of a real roll. There is a relatively high mass concentration at the roll 

endings, and the masses of the shafts are smaller than similar masses in the model. It is common to 

add point masses to the continuous model by assuming that they are so small that they do not 

effect to the mode shapes of the roll. In such cases, point masses m are added to the mass matrix as 

dictated by 

� � : ���B�C�B�C�D�U
A - ¯J�

Ü
�°\ �B��C�B��C� (107)

where N is the number of point masses. To correct the difference between the model and reality, 

four point masses should be added to the mass matrix. Two masses are used at the roll endings and 

two negative masses in the shaft area. The same effect can be achieved by defining the cross 

section of the roll partially as a function of z when forming the mass matrix, so that 

�B�C F� F Å��FFFFF>ÝFFFF�F Þ ��FF<�FF�F ß F�� - �ÚFFFFFFFFF�ÚFFFFF>ÝFFFF�� - �� FÞ F�F Þ F �� - �Ú � ����FFFF<G.§�à>=§FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFá (108)

��, given above, is the cross section of the shaft, and �Ú and �� are those for the roll tube and the 

roll ending area respectively. This partially-defined cross section is used when defining the mass 

matrix. 

� � : ��B�C�B�C�B�C�D�U
A (109)

The partially-defined cross section is also used in the following calculations to define the vector of 

the driving force 

� � : ��B�CâB�C�B�CD�U
A (110)

based on the eccentricity distribution, and when calculating the inertia force distribution 

ZB�C � ��B�CMVB�C - âB�CN (111)

and therefore when defining the bearing forces as well.  
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4.5 Case studies 

In the following theoretical case studies, the dimensions of the roll are selected to match the 

existing roll in the TUT laboratory. The roll in question is the lower nip roll in the so-called pilot 

roll installation, where several studies have been made, mostly concerning phenomena related to 

the nip contact of two rolls. Design of the pilot roll installation in question is further described in 

reference (Kivinen 2001). In this thesis, the roll behaviour and the balancing result are each 

theoretically studied with different imbalance distributions. The shape of the roll used in case 

studies is shown in figure 33, and the dimensions are given in table 4. 

Figure 33. Dimensions of the roll. 

Table 4. Dimensions of the roll. 

Bearing distance Lb

Length of roll tube Lt 

Shaft length Ls 

Outside diameter of roll Do 

Inside diameter of roll Di 

Diameter of shaft Ds 

Length of ending Le 

Elastic modulus E 

Density �

Frame stiffness kf 

Balancing speed f 

First natural frequency fn

5350 mm 

4400 mm 

475 mm 

525 mm 

425 mm 

220 mm 

100 mm 

130 GPa 

7200 kg/m3 

1.5x108 N/m 

25 Hz 

30.2 Hz

kfkf

Do Di

Lb

Lt

LeLs

Ds
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In the following, the roll is studied in the x-z plane with different two-dimensional eccentricity 

distributions. The roll is modelled as a flexibly supported continuous beam, and the shaft 

flexibility is added to the support stiffness. The mode shapes are developed for a tube of constant 

cross section and flexible supports, and the equivalent support stiffness is used. 

The inertia of the shafts and endings are taken into account by defining the cross section of the roll 

partially as a function of z when defining the mass matrix. This is only done to correct the inertia 

force distribution of the deflected roll. This variable cross section is not taken into account in the 

original differential beam equations, and it is assumed that this discontinuous shape does not 

affect the whirling shape in the roll tube area or that the effect is so small that it can be neglected.  

The purpose is to balance the roll so that the balancing mass is spread inside the roll tube between 

the endings. A sub coordinate system �
  is therefore presented in figure 34, where �� � � � �� ���, and the balancing mass is distributed over the lengthF�
. In the same picture, five measurement 

points are used in this area. 

Figure 34. Whirling measurement points. 

Trial functions of the eccentricity distribution e are set between the roll endings, and the shape of 

these is shown in figure 35. When the rotational frequency is 25 Hz, whirling caused by each trial 

eccentricity is shown in figure 36. The influence matrix F is established based on whirling values 

in the measurement planes. In the following calculations, measured bearing forces are set on the 

basis of equivalent bearing displacements VBXC and VB�C  in the main coordinate system �, so that 
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the forces are �A � f�ÛVBXC and �U � f�ÛVB�C; thus, when the values of whirling measurements VB�C are rounded in the following, the force information is therefore rounded as well. 

Figure 35. Even trial eccentricities §\& §`& §b in left and odd trial eccentricities §8& §a in right 

picture. 

Figure 36. Whirling caused by each trial eccentricity, evens in left and odds in right picture. 
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4.5.1 Case study I 

The mass distribution of the roll studied is shown in figure 37. When such a roll has an 

eccentricity distribution in the tube area between the roll endings for which the coefficient factors 

are c1=c2=c3=c4=c5=0.1 mm it forms an eccentricity distribution �B�|C � �® that is shown in the 

right picture of figure 37. This distribution is set to zero outside the region �
 in the area of the 

shafts and endings. 

Figure 37. Mass distribution of the roll in left [m2] and eccentricity distribution [m] in right 

picture. 

Whirling caused by the previous imbalance for a rotating speed of 25 Hz is shown in figure 38. It 

is solved by using equivalent support stiffness and the partially defined cross section presented in 

the preceding chapter, and the whirling is 

VB�C � �8��B� - �� � �8�C�\� (112)

and this whirling result and transversal inertia force distribution are shown in figure 38. 
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Figure 38. Magnitude of whirling V and centrifugal force distribution ZB�C. 
The values of whirling VB�C at five selected measurement points are shown in Table 5, and the 

exact bearing forces are �A � 1ÑFXÏÒFÐ and �U � 1±F³²ÒFÐ. 

Table 5. Whirling at five measurement points and bearing forces. 

�| ���³ ���² ���K ¬���² ±���³Vã  [�m] 349.8 385.5 428.7 371.1 332.2 

Now, the eccentricity distribution is solved by using the previously established influence matrix F,

and the values of table 5 for the response vector R. When exact values of whirling at the 

measurement points are put into vector R and the coefficient factors are solved by Q � ´�\½, the 

results are c1=0.100014mm, c2=0.0999316 mm, c3=0.0999818 mm c4=0.100026 mm, c5=0.100002 

mm. Small difference compared to the original 0.1 mm may be regarded as due to limits on 

numerical round-off-error. If the eccentricity distribution �QB�C � Q�® is established with these 

values, the difference to original distribution will be unrecognizable. 

When whirling values of the measurement points are rounded to the nearest full micrometer, the 

result for the eccentricity distribution �×B�C will differ somewhat from the original, as shown in 

figure 39. Numerical values of the eccentricity coefficient factors cu are shown in table 6. 
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Figure 39. Original eccentricity distribution (�) and solution (�×) with measuring accuracy of 1�m 

[m]. 

Table 6 presents, in its first row, the original values of the eccentricity coefficient factors c that 

define the imbalance distribution, and in its second row, the solution ca that is found from precise 

whirling data. The third row includes the solved values cu of coefficient factors, obtained using 

whirling data rounded to nearest full micrometer 

Table 6. Original imbalance, solution with exact values and solution with measurement error.  

[mm] c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 

imbalance c 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 

accurate ca 0.100014 0.0999316 0.0999818 0.100026 0.100002 

rounded cu 0.149005 -0.102139 0.0389898 0.200349 0.0507129 

Figure 40. Residual imbalance as eccentricity of the gravity centre [m]. 
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If the roll is balanced based on �×, there will be some residual imbalance �Õ. This is due to the 

difference � � �× and presented in figure 39. The residual whirling VÕ caused by eccentricity �Õ
may, similarly, be calculated according to equation (112). The result is shown in figure 41. In this 

case, the residual whirling may be considered acceptable since the magnitude is about 0.4 �m and 

is therefore at about the same level as the measurement precision of ±0.5 �m, with whirling values 

were rounded to the nearest full �m. 

Figure 41. Whirling caused by residual imbalance [m]. 

4.5.2 Case study II 

In the second case, the imbalance distribution is expanded in terms of higher-order sinusoidal 

shapes as well, and the coefficient factors c6=c7=0.1 mm are accordingly added to those used 

already. Furthermore, the imbalance distribution � is allowed to continue into the shaft area with 

equation 

�B�C � ä1 - å1K � �|�|æ -¯O#$å>I�|�| æb
*°\ ç X&1FËË (113)

but the balancing mass can only be distributed in the tube area. Whirling measurement data is 

rounded to the nearest full micrometer. Figure 42 shows the imbalance distribution and the 

solution for the needed balancing mass deviation �×. Figure 43 shows the residual whirling when 

balancing is carried out in accordance with this solution. The error in residual whirling is also, in 

this case, on the same order as the measurement accuracy. 
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Figure 42. Imbalance distribution � and solution for balancing mass distribution �× [m] when 

measurement values are rounded to nearest �m.  

Figure 43. Residual whirling [m]. 
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4.5.3 Case study III 

In case three, the imbalance distribution has exactly the fourth sinusoidal shape, and the amplitude 

of eccentricity is 1mm. Figure 44 shows the imbalance distribution and the solution. Measured 

values are rounded to the nearest micrometer. Residual whirling is shown in figure 45. 

Figure 44. Imbalance distribution � where c4=1 mm and result �× when measurement values are 

rounded to nearest full �m [m]. 

Figure 45. Residual whirling [m]. 
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4.6 Reference to balancing with point masses 

For comparison, two different methods of balancing with point masses are described below. 

Addressed, firstly, is the implementation of the influence coefficient method of three plane 

balancing such that all three masses are set simultaneously so that the bearing forces and the 

whirling of centre point become zero-valued. Secondly, the original influence coefficient method 

in five plane balancing is described. The roll has the same dimensions and eccentricity distribution 

as in case I, and the existence of shafts and roll endings is taken into account as in the case studies 

presented above. 

4.6.1 Three plane balancing 

Balancing masses in three plane balancing can be set so that the bearing forces and the whirling of 

the centre point are simultaneously reduced to zero at a selected balancing speed. Equations and 

the development of eigenfunctions of a flexibly supported beam Y, stiffness matrix k+kb and mass 

matrix m are discussed earlier in this thesis. Equations are provided only for the x-z plane, since 

formulation in y-z plane would be identical. 

Figure 46. Placing of the balancing masses. 

Locations of balancing planes are �\& �8Fw$sF�`, and radii for balancing masses are �, as shown in 

figure 46. The difficulty is that the balancing masses m1 and m3 are not located on bearing planes 

but are placed at the roll endings where �\ � �� and �\ � � � ��, and therefore cause whirling and 

also affect both supports. The generalized force for unit masses for each balancing plane is 

0�* � �Y*B��CFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF? � 1&K&¬ (114) 
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where ? is the number of the balancing masses and > is the number of the mode shapes. Whirling 

caused by each unit mass is therefore 

V�B�C � ¯ �80�*f*&* � �8J*&* Y*B�CÜ
*°\

(115) 

where N is the number of the mode shapes used in calculations. Values of these three whirling 

shapes in the bearings and in centre are used to form an influence matrix ´.  

´ � ÇV\BXC - V\B�C V8BXC - V8B�C V`BXC - V`B�CV\BXC � V\B�C V8BXC � V8B�C V`BXC � V`B�CV\B�8C V8B�8C V`B�8C È (116) 

When the measured values from the balancing machine are for the bearing forces �A& �U  and for 

the whirling of centre point �B�8C, the response vector R is expressed as 

½ � ÉB�A - �UC�f�ÛB�A � �UC�f�Û�B�8C Ê (117) 

Accordingly, the balancing masses can be found to be 

� � ´�\½ (118) 

When studying the roll with the imbalance presented in case study I, the result vector � �M³X²%FFF1KÏ²%FFF1XK%N�. If the roll is then balanced with these point masses, the generalized force 

for residual imbalance becomes 

0Õ* � : ��B�C�B�CU
A Y*D� � J\�Y*B�\C � J8�Y*B�8C � J`�Y*B�`C (119) 

and the residual whirling VÕ calculated based on equation (112) is plotted in figure 47. 
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Figure 47. Residual whirling after absolutely exact three plane balancing [m]. 

4.6.2 Influence coefficient balancing with five planes 

Here, it is shown, for purposes of comparison, the results of using the original influence 

coefficient balancing for the same balancing situation as examined earlier in case I. In this 

comparison study, five-plane balancing is used and the balancing planes have been selected to be 

the same as those used in the earlier case studies. Generalized forces for five unit masses and 

whirling of those in each of the five planes are solved from equations (114)-(115) of the last 

chapter, and the influence matrix is then 

´ �
µ¶
¶¶
·V\B�\C V8B�\C V`B�\C VaB�\C VbB�\CV\B�8C V8B�8C V`B�8C VaB�8C VbB�8CV\B�`CV\B�aCV\B�bC

V8B�`CV8B�aCV8B�bC
V`B�`C VaB�`C VbB�`CV`B�aC VaB�aC VbB�aCV`B�bC VaB�bC VbB�bC¹º

ºº
»

(120)

and the vector including measured values would be 

½ � M�B�\C �B�8C �B�`C �B�aC �B�bCN� (121)

When values of case study I are used, this gives the result vector  

� � ´�\½ � M1XX¬è 1¬±è ²Ò¬è �1¬¬è ²±XèN� (122)

In figure 48 these values are multiplied by the balancing radius � and divided by the factor 1000 

kg in order to present them in the same scale as the original imbalance distribution and plot them.
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Figure 48. Imbalance distribution and five balancing masses. 

The residual imbalance is calculated as it was in the preceding chapter and the residual whirling is 

presented in figure 49. 

Figure 49. Residual whirling after five plane balancing [m]. 

In the following, the same calculation has been made with the measured whirling values rounded 

to nearest full �m. The result vector now has balancing masses 

� � M1Ñ³X �1XÒ³ 1KÒK �1¬ÑK 1¬²XN�è  
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and this result is plotted in figure 50. In this case, the total amount of balancing masses has raised 

from previous 2214 è to 6970 è. 

Figure 50. Balancing masses when whirling measuring resolution is 1 �m. 

The residual whirling, after this balancing, is plotted in figure 51. In this case, it can be said that 

the result demonstrates over-correction, and the balancing masses compensate each other. The 

effect, naturally, gets worse when the measurement precision is lower; furthermore, the over-

correction gets worse if the number of balancing planes is increased. 

Figure 51. Residual whirling when measuring resolution is 1 �m [m].
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5 Contribution of secondary effects to roll model and whirling response 

This thesis makes use of a continuous model of a transversely vibrating beam, with flexible 

supports at both ends for modeling the roll response to an imbalance. The use of such a model has 

certain advantages and, unfortunately, some disadvantages as well. The flexibly supported model 

provides the opportunity to add the flexibility of the shafts to the boundary conditions, but causes 

some issues in handling the lateral inertia forces of the discontinuous roll, a circumstance which is 

examined in the following chapters. Furthermore, the fact that the roll end area is stiffer than the 

roll tube itself has thusfar been ignored, but is handled in the following. The roll model is 

evaluated in this chapter to take account of these effects, after which the whirling result is 

compared between three different calculations. 

5.1 Evaluation of shaft effect 

Continuous models of the vibrating beam are basically intended to model beams of constant cross 

section; for papermaking rolls, these are not absolutely faithful models, on account of their neglect 

of the shafts and endings. Even though the shafts are relatively short and are located near the 

bearings, their stiffness difference as compared to the roll tube is so great that the effect of the 

shafts should not be ignored in practical balancing situations. 

Figure 52 depicts the whirling of the roll from case I when different boundary conditions are used 

in the model, or merely when different support stiffnesses are used. Curve V` is the response of 

the hinge-supported constant tube where support stiffness is infinite. Curve V8 is for a similar tube 

but with the frame flexibility of the case studies now incorporated into the model, and curve V\, 

finally, includes the flexibility of the shafts as well, as modifications to the support stiffness as 

presented earlier. 
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Figure 52. Whirling in case I is V\B�C, without shaft flexibility V8B�C and without frame flexibility 

(hinge supported beam) V`B�C [m]. 

The difference between V\ and V8 highlights the effect of shaft flexibility on the whirling of the 

roll tube. Since the whirling values at the centre point are V\B��KC � ²KÑrÏFF0Ë and V8B��KC �¬1Kr±FF0Ë, about 27% of the total whirling can therefore be attributed to the shafts. 

The flexibility of the shafts is relatively easy to incorporate into the model, given that they may be 

regarded as weightless, but their lateral inertia due to whirling causes some difficulties if it is to be 

taken fully into account. Firstly, when the shaft flexibility is added to the bearing movement, the 

equivalent movement of the bearing and shaft is more than in reality, and therefore predicts too 

much inertia force, which, in turn, causes additional whirling in the roll model. Secondly, shaft 

stiffness is treated by assuming the shaft to be a cantilever beam subjected to a point force, the 

bearing force, at the end of the beam, but there is also a speed dependent inertial force involved, 

and this latter actually prevents the shaft from bending. 

5.1.1 Lateral inertia of shafts 

Even though the cross section of the roll was defined partially to correct the mass matrix and the 

generalized forces, to get the correct inertia force distribution, the model basically gives the 

correct solution in the tube area but in the shaft area, the bending shape is that of a continuous 

tube. Figure 53 highlights this difference. In this figure, u1 is the whirling of a constant tube, and 

in curve u, the shaft area is corrected to behave more like the actual whirling shape of the real roll. 
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Figure 53. Curve VB�C has whirling in the shaft area corrected, as compared to the uncorrected 

whirling V\B�C of case study I with constant EI [m]. 

The reason for this difference is that the model assumes the bearing movement to be �A�f�Û , 

whereas the real movement is �A�fÌ, and the difference vanishes along the shaft length. To 

demonstrate the whirling caused by this additional resulting inertia, eccentricity �s is developed by 

reducing the amount u of whirling from u1, after which whirling us caused by this eccentricity is 

calculated and presented in figure 54. 

Figure 54. Mistake in the whirling shape in left picture and whirling caused by such eccentricity in 

right picture [m]. 

The roll dimensions used in the calculations are the same as in the case studies, and the 

eccentricity distribution is the same as that of case I where the total whirling of the centre point is 

428.7 �m, so it is evident that the mistake in whirling, about 3 �m, is less than one percent of the 

total whirling magnitude. 
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One suggestion to compensate for this error in the model is to give the shafts a linearly varying 

cross section in calculations, so that the inertia will be closer to that of the real shaft. By this 

approach, the shaft end is given an equivalent cross section ��Û so that the inertial force Z of the 

model equals the real one in the bearing plane. Thus, on the left bearing ZBXC � ���Û�8V\BXC �����8VBXC, and since V\BXC � �A�f�Û  and VBXC � �A�fÌ, this yields ��Û � ��f�Û�fÌ. The cross 

section is made to vary linearly up to the value of the real shaft so that �B��C � �� and by a 

similar approach for the right side, the partial definition of the cross section is then 

�B�C F� F
¾¿¿
À¿
¿Á��Û - �� � ��Û�� �FFFFF>ÝFFFF�F Þ ��FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
�� � �� � ��Û�� B� � �� � �ÚCFFFFF>ÝFFFFF�F ß F�� - �Ú�ÚFFFFF>ÝFFFF�� - �� FÞ F�F Þ F�� - �Ú � ��FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF��FFFF<G.§�à>=§FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF

á (123)

This cross section is plotted in figure 55, and may be used to define the mass distribution of the 

roll when setting up the generalized mass matrix and force vector. 

Figure 55. Cross section of the roll with equivalent shaft ends [m2]. 

When the whirling of the roll is calculated using the cross section of figure 55, the result of 

whirling at the centre point of the roll takes on a value of 425.8 �m, which is about 3 �m less than 

the earlier calculated 428.7 �m, as would be expected. The total bending of the roll and the force 

distribution are shown in figure 56. 
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Figure 56. Whirling and force distribution of the roll. 
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5.1.2 Stiffness of shafts 

When establishing the stiffness f� of the shaft, it was assumed to be weightless so that there would 

be no inertia force ZB�C in the shaft area. This assumption is not quite correct, and the amount of 

this inertia is shown, for example, in figure 56 above. Figure 57 presents the free body diagram of 

the shaft with the inertial force distribution. 

Figure 57. Free body diagram of the shaft. 

Actually, this inertia force may be thought to stiffen the shaft, since it reduces the shaft bending as 

compared to the earlier assumption, since the inertia force has a direction opposite to that of the 

bearing force. To estimate how much the inertia force of the shaft affects the behavior of the roll, 

shaft bending by inertia is first calculated. 

It is assumed that the inertia force distribution in the shaft area is linear. Thus, from studies of the 

cantilever beam with a constant force distribution ZBXC, and a triangular distribution with a 

maximum force ZB��C � ZBXC, the bending Ù of the left shaft, caused by the inertia force, can be 

calculated as 

Ù � FZBXCF��aÑ��� - BZB��C � ZBXCC��a¬X��� (124)

Because the same effect should be taken into account in the case of the negative spring fÚ, as well, 

this effect should be subtracted from presented bending deflection and the combined result 

provides the total error in the shaft bending, i.e., 

ÙÔ F� åZBXC��aÑ� - BZB��C � ZBXCC��a¬X� æ ª1�� � 1�Ú« (125)

M1 F1 

q(z) 

F0 
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When calculated for the roll of case I, we will have an inertial bending for the left shaft of ÙA F� Xr²1 �m, and for the right shaft of ÙU F� Xr¬¬ �m. 

To clarify the effect which the shaft bending has on the whirling of the roll, a linear eccentricity 

distribution �Ô, caused by these movements, is defined as �ÔB�C F� ÙAB1 � �C�� - ÙU��� . This 

eccentricity is plotted in figure 58. Bending caused by this eccentricity is calculated, and the total 

whirling is the summation of the calculated bending and the movement �Ô, which is the curvature VÔF in the same plot. 

Figure 58. Shaft bending caused by inertia forces and expressed as eccentricity �Ô, and the sum of 

this movement and the whirling caused by such eccentricity VÔ [m]. 

It is evident that the maximum error in the centre of the roll in this case is less than 1,5 �m. 

Compared to the total whirling of 425.8 �m, the relative error caused by this shaft stiffening effect 

is therefore less than 0.5 % and could easily be ignored, but if it is to be included, then one 

possible way to correct for it would be to define an inertia spring fÔ, which would be  

incorporated into the frame flexibility as a negative spring. 

The stiffness of such an inertia spring should be established using the relationship between the 

bearing force and the inertial shaft bending fÔ � ��ÙÔ, and the total equivalent support spring 

used in calculating mode shapes of the roll should be 

f � 11fÌ - 1f� � 1fÚ � 1fÔ
(126)

In figure 59, we know that the bearing movement depends on the bearing force and the support 

stiffness, and is VA � ��fÌ. Furthermore, we know that the shaft bending V�, when the bearing 
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force and the inertia force are taken into account, is V� � ���̀�¬��� � ÙÔ, where ÙÔ is the effect of 

the inertia force. 

Movement Vé caused by the bending angle of the roll end can only be estimated, and in this work 

we assume that half of the roll tube behaves as a cantilever beam, the behavior of which depends 

only on the bearing force F. Therefore, the angle is ( � ��Ú8�BÑ��ÚC and the movement caused by 

it is Vé � (��. 
When ZBXC � 2���8VA and ZB��C � ZBXC � 2���8BV� - VéC and by setting 

ê � 2���8��a¬X� ª1�� � 1�Ú« (127)

Equation (125) becomes 

ÙÔ � Fê ª¬XÑ VA - V� - Vé« (128)

and, furthermore, 

x 

�

z 
u0 

u�

us 

Figure 59. Movement of the roll ending. 
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ÙÔB1 - êC � Fê å¬X�ÑfÌ - ���̀¬��� - ��Ú8��Ñ��Ú æ (129)

Finally, when fÔ � ��ÙÔ
fÔ � F 1 - 1ê¬XÑfÌ - ��̀¬��� - �Ú8��Ñ��Ú (130)

In the roll of case study I, this has a value of fÔ � ²r¬Ï± o 1X\Aë�Ë, and when the whirling of the 

roll is calculated with this correction included to the equivalent support stiffness, the movement of 

the roll centre has the value 424.4 �m, which is 1.4 �m less than the result obtained earlier, and 

fits the error shown earlier. 
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5.2 Stiffness of roll endings 

The mass of the roll ends was accounted for when defining its cross section, and was added to the 

mass matrix, as well as to the force vector. The model therefore includes the inertia force caused 

by the masses of the ends. The fact that these endings also serve to stiffen the roll tube where they 

are replaced has thusfar been ignored. The stiffening effect of the ends can also be added to the 

support stiffness as a negative spring and the approach provided below is suggested. 

Figure 60. Bending stiffness of the roll endings. 

In figure 60, the roll end is treated as a cantilever beam. In this approach, the inertia forces are 

neglected and only the bearing force F is observed. Because the force F is at a distance Ls from the 

ending, a moment FLs is also exerted. Both the force and the moment contribute to the bending Ù�, 

and the angle (� and the total movement of the shaft end is 

Ù � Ù� - (��� (131)

From beam equations, this can be expressed in terms of force F and moment FLs as 

Ù � �����8K�� - ���̀¬�� - å������� - ���8K��æ�� (132)

The model assumes that the end has the stiffness EIt, when the actual stiffness is EIe, and because 

the difference between the real and the modeled bending is to be found, then  

Ù � � å����8K� - ��̀¬� - ��8��� - ��8��K� æ ª1�Ú � 1��« (133)

Based on this result, a stiffness factor f� can be defined as  

�e Ls 

�e 

F

Le Ls 

Ls Le 
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f� � �Ù � 1ª����8K� - ��̀¬� - ��8��� - ��8��K� « ¨1�Ú � 1��©FFFFFFFFFFF�Ú Þ �� Þ � (134)

and added to equivalent support stiffness as an negative spring. The equivalent spring stiffness 

thereafter used to establish the mode shapes of roll 

f � 11fÌ - 1f� � 1fÚ � 1fÔ � 1f�
(135)

If the stiffness EIe of the end is close to the tube stiffness EIt , then the end vanishes and f�  

becomes infinite, so that its effect on the preceding equation is negated. If stiffness EIe is made 

infinite, then only stiffness EIt remains when forming f�, and this implies that all of the bending in 

the end area would be reduced with respect to the whirling result. 

For purposes of comparison, the values of these stiffness factors are shown in table 7. Frame 

stiffness fÌ is a given value and depends on where and in what direction the whirling is measured, 

and may take on either smaller or larger values than the shaft stiffness f�. The negative stiffness 

factors should therefore be compared only to the shaft stiffness in order to quantify their 

importance. In the third row of the table, the inverse of the shaft stiffness is set to 100, and the 

others are compared to that value. 

Table 7. Values of stiffness components in roll case I with unit GN/m and the flexibilities of those 

compared to the shaft flexibility 1�f�  in row 3. 

fÌ f� fÚ fÔ f�
0.1500 0.4185 7.742 43.75 23.30 

278 100 5.40 0.957 1.796 

In this work, stiffness f� was originally set on the basis of bending caused by the bearing force 

alone. Negative springs fÚ and fÔ were set to correct the shaft bending, where fÚ takes account of 

the stiffness of the portion of the roll tube that is replaced with a shaft and fÔ is accounts for the 

inertial forces that affect the shaft bending. The effect of this inertia force is speed dependent and 

in this case less than one percent, as compared to the effect of the bearing force. The stiffening 

effect of roll ends f� is nearly two percent compared to the shaft flexibility. 
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5.3 Verification of evaluated roll model 

Figure 61 shows the difference in roll whirling with the imbalance distribution of case I of the 

original model, and with the evaluations presented in chapter 5, namely those illustrating the 

conical shaft assumption and the addition of the negative springs fÔ and f�. 

Figure 61. Roll whirling of case I, original model u1 and evaluated model ue [m]. 

The original whirling at the centre point was 428.7 �m, and in the curve evaluated, the whirling of 

the centre point is 421.9 �m, giving a difference of 6.8 �m, which is 1.6 percent of the total 

whirling. In the following chapters, two different methods are used to verify the final whirling 

result. Firstly, a particular special case of symmetric imbalance distribution is studied by general 

beam formulas and the result compared to that of the roll model introduced above. In the second 

study, the roll tube of the roll is defined as a hinge supported beam where support movements and 

bending moments are added separately. 

5.3.1 Roll bending according to static beam formulas 

When a symmetric imbalance distribution is used wherein the coefficient factors of the trial 

functions are given the values ;\ � Xr²FËË& ;` � �XrK¬ÑFËËFw$sF;b � �XrXX²FËË, the 

eccentricity distribution has the shape shown in figure 62. Furthermore, the whirling caused by 

such an imbalance is illustrated in the right-hand picture of the same figure and its maximum in 

the centre of the roll is 544.3 �m. When calculated without corrections, and with the original 

model, the whirling in the centre of the roll is 553.2 �m, and the difference value of 8.9 �m is 1.6 

% of the total whirling. 
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Figure 62. Imbalance distribution and whirling caused by it [m]. 

The inertia force distribution caused by this eccentricity and the whirling is shown in figure 63. 

This force distribution is, in the tube area, almost constant and the bending of the roll can 

therefore easily be calculated from general beam formulas. 

Figure 63. Inertia force distribution. 

Half of the roll is studied as a cantilever beam, as presented in figure 64. This beam is divided into 

three parts: the shaft, the ending and half of the roll tube. Figure 65 shows the free body diagrams 

of these parts. The static bending and the bending angle of each part are thereafter separately 

calculated. Inertia force distribution on the shaft and the roll end area is assumed to be linear. 
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Figure 64. Half of the roll 

Figure 65. Free body diagrams of roll tube, roll ending and shaft. 

Values Z\ to Zb, which define the force distribution, are assumed to be known and their values are 

taken from ZB�C of figure 63. Forces �\ to �̀  and moments T\ and T8 can be calculated on the 

basis of the force distribution using the equations
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�\ � Z\�� - Z8 � Z\K �� - Z`�� - Za � Z`K �� - Zb�� (136)

and 

�8 � �\ � Z\�� � Z8 � Z\K �� (137)

and finally 

�̀ � �8 � Z`�� � Za � Z`K �� (138)

The moments are 

T\ � �\�� � Z\F��8K � BZ8 � Z\C��8³ (139)

and  

T8 � T\ - �8�� � Z`F��8K � BZa � Z`C��8³ (140)

Bending of the roll is divided into five components, as shown in figure 66. These components can 

be calculated with the equations given below. First, the bending of half of the roll tube is 

ÙÌ

Ù8
Ù\

ÙÚ

Ù�
Ù�

Figure 66. Components of roll bending in symmetric case. 
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ÙÚ � T8F��8K��Ú - �̀ F��̀¬��Ú � ZbF��aÑ��Ú (141)

and the bending of the roll end is 

Ù� � T\F��8K��� - �8F��̀¬��� � Z`F��aÑ��� � BZa � Z`C��a¬X��� (142)

The bending of the shaft is 

Ù� � �\F��̀¬��� � Z\F��aÑ��� � BZ8 � Z\C��a¬X��� (143)

and the bending angle of the roll tube multiplied by the length of the ending 

Ù8 � (��� � åT8F����Ú - �̀ F��8K��Ú � ZbF��̀³��Ú æ �� (144)

so that, incorporating  the bending angle of the roll end 

Ù\ � B(� - (�C�� (145)

where the bending angle off the roll ending is 

(� � T\F����� - �8F��8K��� � Z`F��̀³��� � BZa � Z`C��̀K²��� FFr (146)

When the values of force distribution in figure 63 are  

Z\F � ZBXC � ÒÏÒFë�Ë,  

Z8F � ZB�� � 1ËËC � 1Ò³XFë�Ë,  

Z`F � ZB��C � 11 1ÑXFë�Ë,  

ZaF � ZB�� - ��C � 11FÒ²XFë�Ë and 

ZbF � ZB���²C � Ò²1±Fë�Ë
then bearing movement ÙÌ, in terms of Z\F, is 

ÙÌ � Z\����8 �� (147)

The bending components yield the results shown in table 8. 
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Table 8. Roll bending by beam equations in micrometers. 

ÙÚ Ù� Ù� Ù8 Ù\ ÙÌ �

234.9 0.1185 51.15 19.74 94.86 145.0 545.7 

The difference, in comparison to the earlier whirling result calculated with the evaluated model, 

which was 544.3 �m, is only 1.4 �m, i.e., only 0.26 % of the total whirling. These results may 

therefore be regarded as compatible with each other. 

5.3.2 Roll whirling calculated by mode shapes of a hinge supported roll tube 

Another study with the same imbalance distribution �B�C as in the preceding chapter is carried out 

here, including only the tube between the roll ends, and modeling that as a hinge supported beam. 

The effects of the end moments and the support movement are added to the eccentricity of the roll. 

When the moment M2 acts on both ends of the beam in figure 67, it causes bending ì of the tube 

given by 

ìB�C � T8�í8K��Ú å ��í � �8�í8 æ (148)

When B�C is the earlier calculated whirling shape of the roll from figure 62, the roll tube of 

figure 67 has lateral movement at both supports which is supposed to be known, and the amount 

of this end movement is � � B�� - ��C .  

Figure 67. Hinge supported roll tube. 

Eigenmodes for the hinge supported beam are 

M2 

Ld 

M2 
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Ý* � O#$ ª>I��í « (149)

The mass and stiffness matrices for the constant tube are given by 

J*&* � ��Ú : Ý*8D�Uî
A FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFf*&* � �� : Ý

*8D�Uî

A
(150)

In this case, the generalized force would include the eccentricity �, the bending shape ì and the 

movement � of the supports as 

0* � ��Ú : B� - ì - �CUî
A Ý*D� (151)

The whirling coefficient for each mode is then 

* � �80*f*&* � �8J*&*
(152)

Whirling of the tube is expressed as a summation of eigenmodes multiplied by the coefficient of 

each mode, after which the support movement and bending form have to be added to get the final 

shape of the tube bending, 

ÌB�C � ¯*Ý*B�C�

*°\ - ì - � (153)

This whirling of the roll tube is calculated and the result plotted in figure 68. The maximum value 

of Ì is 545.4 �m and the difference with respect to the earlier evaluated model U is 1.1 �m, 

which only amounts to 0.2 % of the total whirling. 

Figure 68. Whirling from figure 62 and whirling of roll tube calculated with eigenmodes of a 

hinge supported beam [m].  
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6 Contribution of secondary effects to detecting imbalance distribution 

The discussion that follows addresses phenomena that affect the accuracy of the solved imbalance 

distribution. Firstly, optimal whirling measurement planes for the trial function shapes of the 

imbalance distribution are defined, and these are compared to those used in the previous 

calculations. The effects of whirling measurement precision are then briefly examined, and the 

number of eigenmodes used in the calculations compared. Finally, some differences between the 

model and a real roll are highlighted. 

6.1 Optimal whirling measuring planes 

 In case study I, presented above, five whirling measurement planes �\ � �b were used to detect 

trial functions of the imbalance distributions up to the third sinusoidal shape. The measurement 

planes were set at the maxima of those imbalance distributions that were to be found. With the 

first sinusoidal shape of the eccentricity, it is obvious that the optimal measurement plane is in the 

middle of the roll, but for higher order shapes, this is not so clear. It is explained in the following 

how the measurement planes may be found such that the imbalance distribution in question gives 

the most recognizable possible response when the roll has the dimensions and balancing speed 

used in the case studies. 

6.1.1 Measuring planes for the second sinusoidal shape of eccentricity 

The most recognizable measurement plane for the second sinusoidal imbalance distribution is not 

at necessarily the maximum point of the second sinusoidal imbalance distribution, and not either 

at the spot where it provides the largest response, but rather at the location where the linearly 

balanced roll gives the most residual whirling for the second sinusoidal shape of imbalance. In 

case studies, there were five trial functions of eccentricity distributions set to vector e. These same 

functions are used in the following study. 
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Figure 69. Imbalance distribution � and balancing mass distribution �2 [m]. 

Figure 69 shows the second purely sinusoidal imbalance distribution �B�C � ;a§a, where 

coefficient ;a � 1 mm and the linear solution �8B�C � ;8§8 for balancing an imbalance 

distribution of this kind. Distribution �8 is selected so as to provide the same bearing forces as 

distribution �. The coefficient factor ;8 for this solution is 

;8 � VBXC8BXCF (154)

where 8 is the dimensionless whirling caused by the trial function §8, and V is the whirling 

calculated on the basis of the imbalance distribution �B�C. After balancing in this way, the bearing 

forces  become zero-valued, but there is a residual eccentricity, and this distribution is 

�Õ � � � �8 � ;a§a � ;8§8 (155)

Figure 70 presents the roll response to this residual imbalance �Õ. This curve has a maximum on 

the left side of the roll at the location given by ��� = 0.294, and this is therefore the point (i.e., 

plane) at which the second sinusoidal shape of the imbalance distribution differs the most from the 

linear solution, and is consequently the optimal measurement plane in which to detect it. With the 

roll dimensions that were used in the case studies, � has a value of 1.573 m at that point. The 

measurement plane used earlier in the case studies was � � 1r³K±FËF, so the optimal measurement 

point is about five centimetres to the left of this. 
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Figure 70. Whirling caused by residual imbalance [m].  
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6.1.2 Measurement planes for the third sinusoidal shape of eccentricity 

The third sinusoidal shape of the imbalance distribution is examined in a similar way. Figure 71 

shows an eccentricity �B�C � ;b§b, where ;b � 1 mm, and the solution �`B�C � ;\§\ - ;`§`, 

where only the factors ;\ and ;` are used. 

Figure 71. Imbalance distribution � and balancing mass distribution �3 [m]. 

When VB�C is the whirling caused by �B�C, the response vector used to solve for the distribution �`
is 

½ � ~VBXC - VB�CB�`C � (161)

where �` is the centre point of the roll. The influence matrix is then 

´ � ~ ¸\ ¸`\B�`C `B�`C� (162)

where \ is the whirling caused by the trial function §\, and ` that from trial function §` and 

where 

¸\ � \BXC - \B�C¸` � `BXC - `B�C (163)

The result obtained from  � ´�\½ provides the coefficient factors ;\ and ;`. Distribution �` is 

then 

�`B�C � ;\§\ - ;`§` (164)

Figure 72 shows the whirling caused by the residual imbalance �Õ � � � �`; this has the left side 

maximum at ��� = 0.250 so that when the roll length is 5.35 m, � at this point would be 1.338 m. 
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In case studies, this measurement plane is selected at the point � � �� - �Ú�³, where � � 1.275 m. 

So, the optimal measurement plane is about 6 cm to the right of that used earlier. 

Figure 72. Whirling caused by residual imbalance [m]. 

The rotating speed also has a slight effect on the location of the optimal measurement plane, as is 

evident from figure 73, where the optimal � coordinate for measuring the third sinusoidal shape of 

whirling �P\ is shown as a function of angular velocity of the roll �. Both figures below shows 

the same curve, but with different scales. The lowest natural angular velocity of the roll is 190 

rad/s and, in this thesis, it is assumed that balancing is carried out at a speed distinctly below the 

first critical speed; in fact, a frequency of 25 Hz has been used in the earlier calculations, and this 

implies an angular velocity of 157 rad/s. If the roll speed is increased to the point of being too 

close to the first natural frequency, the first mode shape then becomes so dominant that other 

shapes are hardly discernable at all. 

Figure 73. Rotating speed � dependency of the optimal measurement point �P\ [m]. 
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Figure 74 shows the residual whirling V8 and V`, the optimal measurement planes �P\ and �P8, 

and the measurement planes �\ and �8 used in the case studies 

Figure 74. Optimal measurement points and maxima of the imbalance deviations [m]. 
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6.2 Effect of whirling measurement accuracy on balancing results 

The roll and the imbalance distribution presented in case study 1 are used in this chapter to 

diminish the influence of the whirling measurement precision on the balancing result. This time, 

the proposed roll model is used, and the measured whirling values therefore differ slightly from 

those presented in case study I; these are presented in table 9 below. 

Table 9. Whirling at five measurement points, and bearing forces. 

�| ���³ ���² ���K ¬���² ±���³�[�m] 344.0 379.3 421.9 365.0 326.6 

The bearing forces are now �A � 1Ï Ï²XFë and �U � 1± ¬KXFë and in following study the bearing 

force measurement is assumed to be precise. The coefficient factors c are solved using the 

influence matrix F. When solving for the balancing mass distributions with less than five 

coefficient factors, unused lines and rows are removed from the influence matrix to establish 

limited, lower-order mode, solutions. 

Figure 75 displays four different solutions to balance the imbalance distribution described in case 

study I. �U is the linear distribution, where only factors ;\Fw$sF;8 are solved in order to define the 

balancing mass deviation. In this solution only the bearing force information are used. In curve �\, 

factor ;` is incorporated, curve �8 incorporates ;a, and finally curve �` has all five coefficient 

factors and is, as presented in case I, exactly the same as the original imbalance distribution when 

the exact values of the whirling at the measurement points are used. 
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Figure 75. Four exact solutions of balancing mass distribution [m]. 

Residual whirling, after balancing with the four mass distributions presented above, is shown in 

figure 76. It is apparent that when more factors are solved and used to define the balancing mass 

deviation, the result improves, and in solution V`, there is practically no whirling remaining. 

Figure 76. Residual whirling after exact balancing solutions [m]. 

The results given above are for an ideal world in which the roll behaves exactly as modelled and 

the whirling measurements give exact results. In the following, the same study is repeated, but 

different amounts of whirling measurement error are now present when the solution for the 
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Figure 77. Balancing solutions when measured whirling is rounded to the nearest 0.1 �m [m]. 

Residual whirling is shown in figure 78. When these results are compared to those obtained 

earlier, as presented in figure 76, they prove to be nearly identical, and only very slight differences 

are evident in this plotting scale. In any case, the result may be regarded as nearly perfect in 

comparison to the ideal solutions presented above. 

Figure 78. Residual whirling when measurement accuracy is 0,05 �m [m]. 
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Figure 79. Balancing solutions when measured whirling is rounded to nearest 1 �m [m]. 

The response to the residual imbalance, plotted in figure 80, shows that the calculated balancing 

mass distributions provide relatively reasonable results and the final result V` is no longer perfect. 

In fact, the whirling from V` is more pronounced than for the more conservative solution V8. 

Figure 80. Residual whirling when measurement accuracy is 0.5 �m [m]. 

Figure 81 shows the balancing solutions when the measured values are rounded to the nearest 10 

�m. Now, the difference with respect to the ideal case may be considered significant, especially 

for the higher mode solutions �8 and �`. Furthermore, the residual whirling in figure 82 does not 

improve by the use of these higher modes. On the contrary, it may even worsen. In this case, �\ or 

maybe even �U, would be a preferable solution for practical balancing. 
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Figure 81. Balancing solutions when the measured whirling is rounded to the nearest 10 �m [m]. 

Although the balancing solutions given in figure 81 completely differ from one another, they are 

about equally effective for balancing, as is clear since the maxima of the residual whirling curves 

shown in figure 82 are all at about the same level; these levels are, moreover, less than the 

possible measurement error, which is, in this case, 5 �m. 

Figure 82. Residual whirling when measurement accuracy is 5 �m [m]. 
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This study shows that in this limited case, the roll dimensions and the imbalance distribution 

presented in case study I, measurement accuracy 0.05 �m yields a perfect result when defining 

the imbalance distribution up to the third sinusoidal shape. When the measurement accuracy is 

0.5 �m, it is therefore questionable whether it pays to solve the third sinusoidal shape, and when 

the measurement accuracy is 5 �m, not even the second sinusoidal shape is useful to improve the 

result. 
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6.3 Material properties and dimensions of the roll 

In roll modeling, even though the shafts and ends are added to the model, this is still a 

simplification of reality. The shafts are assumed to have a constant cross section, but in reality, 

their diameters are not constant since a shaft may have shoulders and, also, rounding in the joint 

between the shaft and the roll end. Furthermore, the shape of the roll end is not a simple plate as 

described above, and it may differ considerably from one roll design to the next. Figure 83 shows 

the real designed shape of one tube roll. 

Figure 83. Section from an assembly drawing of a tube roll. 

Thusfar, the manufacturing tolerances have also been ignored in this thesis study. In fact, the 

dimensions of the roll tube are not perfect, and there is always some level of manufacturing 

imprecision, and defined tolerances within which the product is allowed to vary. For the roll 

design presented, for example, the tolerance on static run-out of the roll tube is 30 �m, and the 

allowable run-out at the operating speed is 100 �m. In this roll, the inside of the tube is also 

machined to have a tolerance for static run out of 200 �m, but in many cases, the insides of tube 

rolls are left completely “raw” (i.e., coarsely cut) since these inner surfaces have no operational 

function and their lack of precision is compensated by balancing. 

One interesting and important point is the aforementioned idea that when balancing is more 

efficient and accurate, there is the opportunity to save efforts in manufacturing, since the 
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tolerances in machining may be lower and yet still provide for an acceptable behaviour of the roll 

in operation. 

Tolerances and the imperfect shape of the roll tube lead to the fact that even the flexural stiffness �� of the roll tube is not completely constant and may slightly vary in different angular directions 

as well as in different cross sections along the axial z coordinate. One example of this is the half 

critical vibration that often occurs in tube rolls and is explained by the elliptical shape of the inside 

of the roll tube. 

In this work, it is assumed that the roll is produced from steel, which is basically a homogeneous 

material, but the roll of the case studies, for example, is made from cast iron and the literature 

provides no exact value for even the modulus of elasticity �. Since this thesis is a theoretical 

study, no special effort has been made to specify the real elasticity, but one can assume that the 

roll manufacturer has a better knowledge about the material properties of such rolls. 
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6.4 Number of eigenmodes and computational precision 

In the preceding, seven eigenmodes have been used to define the whirling of the imbalanced roll. 

In the following, on the other hand, the effects of eigenmodes up to ninth mode shape are 

examined. With the imbalance distribution of case study I, the coefficients of these nine first mode 

shapes are shown in table 10, calculated with the same driving speed BÝ � K±Fï�C as before. It is 

clear from these results that the first eigenmode is highly dominant and the sixth and higher modes 

have practically no significance for the complete whirling result. 

Table 10. Coefficients of mode shapes of whirling in case study I [�m]. 

V\ V8 V` Va Vb Vc VÎ Vð Vñ
379.2 3.626 0.154 0.443 0.159 -0.004 -0.008 -0.001 -0.002 

The total whirling of the roll is expressed as a summation of eigenmodes multiplied by their 

respective coefficients. In the following, these products are obtained individually as 

ò*B�& �C � V*B�CY*B�C (165)

and plotted separately in the following figures. 

Figure 84. First three mode shapes multiplied by their coefficients [m]. 

Figure 84 shows the dominance of the first mode, as compared to the second and third modes. To 

study higher modes, they must be plotted in a separate figure because of this dominance. 

Accordingly, figure 85 presents these, and it is apparent that the second mode shape is highly 
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dominant, as compared to the third and fourth modes. In this case, the the second mode shape has 

its greatest effect on the bearing movement, where it is over 10 �m. 

Figure 85. Second third and fourth mode shapes multiplied by their coefficients [m]. 

Figure 86 shows that the third, fourth and fifth mode shapes are on the order of 1 �m, and are 

visible in the same scale, but that higher modes, like the sixth in this figure, are invisible in this 

scale. 

Figure 86. Mode shapes from third to sixth [m]. 

In this case, the sixth and higher mode shapes in figure 87 are on the order of 0.01 �m, and could 

therefore be ignored in calculations because they are not within the level of modeling precision 

and not either within the same order of magnitude as realistic whirling measurement accuracy. 
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Figure 87. Mode shapes from sixth to ninth [m]. 

Table 11, in numerical form, the results of whirling at five selected measurement points calculated 

with nine, seven and five mode shapes. The biggest difference found from these results is 0.014 

�m at point �8, and is less than 0.004 % of the total whirling at that point, so, at least in this case, 

the use of five eigenmodes would clearly be enough to establish the roll response to imbalance. 

Table 11. Whirling in measurement planes when different numbers of mode shapes are used [�m]. 

VB�\C VB�8C VB�`C VB�aC VB�bC
9-modes 343.980 379.290 421.878 364.956 326.560 

7-modes 343.976 379.289 421.876 364.957 326.559 

5-modes 343.977 379.276 421.887 364.949 326.554 
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7 Conclusions 

A new approach to the continuous balancing of elastic rolls is herein presented. The main purpose 

is to determine the required continuous distribution of imbalance on the basis of dynamic bearing 

forces and whirling measurements. In this thesis, a lot of effort has been directed at modelling the 

roll as a continuous system, with its main contribution the proposed inverse methods that solve for 

the imbalance distribution. 

The roll response to the distributed imbalance has been compared for three different cases of 

boundary conditions. It is shown that all of these lead to the same result in the whirling response. 

The advantage of using eigenmodes of a hinge-supported beam or a free-free supported beam is 

that such modes always have the same shape, which leads to some savings in computational time, 

since the mode shapes of a flexibly-supported beam are dependent on the stiffness of the supports 

and have to be calculated separately for each case. Although it is merely a subjective decision as 

to which eigenmodes are to be used in calculations, the mode shapes of a flexibly-supported beam 

are selected in this work because, firstly, they are believed to be closer to the real vibrating shapes 

of a roll, and, secondly, there is a possibility to add shaft flexibility to the boundary conditions. 

The model of a continuous tube on flexible supports has been made more realistic here by virtue 

of its incorporation of shafts and roll endings. This work suggests adding stiffening features that 

affect the flexibility of the roll, distinguishing its behaviour from that of a continuous roll tube, to 

the support stiffnesses as serial springs. It is demonstrated that such an approach may lead to a 

correct result in the adjacent area of the roll tube when a suitable value for the equivalent support 

stiffness can be found. It is further suggested that the mass distribution of the roll be partially 

defined when forming the mass matrix in order to correct the transverse inertia forces caused by 

roll bending. A rough estimate that takes these effects into account is firstly presented; they are 

evaluated by the assumption of a conical shaft and by adding negative inertia and the stiffness of 

the roll endings to an equivalent support stiffness. 

Three different methods to solve for the distributed imbalance are presented and compared. All of 

these methods yield the same result if the measured information is absolutely accurate. The 

method that is based on modal balancing seems to be the most sensitive to any measurement error. 

Two influence coefficient methods provide similar results to each other. The method using mode 

shapes to define the shape of the distributed eccentricity is more computationally-efficient, since it 

takes advantage of the orthogonal nature of the mode shapes. When the balancing mass is realized 

by spreading material between the roll endings, the benefits of orthogonality are no longer 
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applicable and this approach may instead lead to difficulties. In this thesis, the third method, 

which is based on the use of selected trial functions of possible shapes of the imbalance 

distribution, is most closely examined. 

It is shown that the use of five trial functions leads to good balancing results even if the real 

deviation develops from more complicated shapes. In total, five measurement planes that include 

bearing forces and three that include whirling measurements are needed when defining the 

magnitudes of these trial functions. In such cases, at least five eigenmodes of a flexibly-supported 

beam are recommended for use in calculations. 

Interesting subjects for further study would be actual whirling measurement methods, which are 

here only briefly mentioned, and the use of three whirling measurement planes is suggested. It 

would also be of interest to use an axially moving sensor to establish the complete whirling shape 

of the roll as a function of the roll axis. 

There are also interesting challenges with regard to developing the technologies for dispersing the 

balancing mass as well as clarifying the behaviour of different materials that could be used in such 

balancing. These challenges rise to particular significance when seeking to develop a fully-

automated balancing process, a goal towards which the present study makes a small step for 

mankind. 
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